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Holland City News.
YOL.

VI.— NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MAY

13.

rpE VAARWERK,

0. J.. Family Supply Store:
choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.

(Dut parhets.

Qeneral Dtalen.

Produce, Etc-

A

a

The Dictionaryu an
Wo

weeklYnewspapeb,

a

PUBLISHED EVEUY SATURDAY AT

Him

•

lAUUKSEMA J. & CO., Dealersin Dry Goods,
1/ Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Uats.Caps,
Clothingand Feed

@
........
^

Apples, $ bushel ................ S 25
Beans, V bushel ...................1 20

Butter,

............

lb

River street.

OFFICE:

;

1

V

JOB PRINTINO PBOMPTLT AND NKATLY DONB.

Wood, St&rei, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$

Hirtvan.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One

trAN DER VEEN,

E., Dealer In General Hardware; cor, Eighth and River street.

V

square of ten lines, nonpareil,) 75 cents
for llrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three
(

Hotel*.

months.
| 3 x.

6 M.

no
O'
8 00

5 00
8 (X)
10 00
17 00

8

1 Square

2

“

ft

8Column
“

(X)

Si

H

17 (10 2ft
25 00 40

"

1

(X)
(X)

ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
/V First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
a

1 T.
8
10
17
25
40
65

00
00

frem the Trains. Eighth street.

'X)

/'MTY HOTEL. J. W. Minokkuout, Proprietor.

00
00

Bulltinl873;Furnished inelegant
hotel throughout.

“

Livery and Sale Stable*.

T)OONK A ALBERTI. Livery and Bale Stable.
IJ Office and barn on Market sfreet. Everything

might be purchased for one hundred. Be-

H.. Livery and Bale Stable;
x
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th
street, near Market.

v

Wagoanaker*and Blaekialthi.

D IJKEMA A

...........
Feed, wton ............
V 100 1b
Barley, V 10° ^ ..............
Middling
ing, V
7 100 lb.
"
Flour, $1 100 lb.
Pearl Barley, # 100 lb ..............3 00

r

“ “&
Chicago.
“
“
“
“ “
“

New

8,

187.6.

Mtrcbiat Tailor*

Holland.

a.m
15.15“ “

I 1.15

9.80 p. m.

Buffalo

m

IV

V

IS -

Taken

Effect,

street.

fTEALD, R. K.. Manufacturer of and Dealer In
1 Agricultural Implements ; commission agent

Monday, May 29, 1876.
Oolng
No. 3

STATIONS.

No. 4

p.

p. ra.

p. ra.

8
7
7
6
5

00
25
15
30
55
ft 07
3 5ft

12
11
11
11
10
10
9

1ft

Muskegon

41

Ferryaburg

36
07
40
18
80

Grand Haven

1
2
2
2
8
3
4

Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Alleiran

m.

'or

South.
No. 1

OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

a. ra.

45
18
23
58
35
B5

7
8
8
9
11
11
4ft: 1

Mowing Machines1 cor. lOthARlvcrstreet.

0

At
A

of the Dictionary,

I

50
40
50
40
15
45
15

W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

V

Rusincss Hiwctorii.

ll

Y17AL8H, H., Notary

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

Y>

and Insurance
Store, bth street.

Public, Conveyancer,
Office, City Drug

Agent.

Notary Public; River street.
PhyiloDni

OUERBURNE.S.

W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney
Law and Notary Public. Special attention
flven to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Office In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bulks A Bros.

O

at

A NNI8. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
S. W. cor. Public Square.

1)EST, R.

npEN

EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
JL Agent. Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

River street.

B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
|J Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.
McK. Best will go to East Sangatuck every other
day for the next year, to keep himselfin roadiness
for professional calls.

Bikerlei.

T EDEBOER. B. Physician and

13ESSINK.0.J. A.

|

Proprietror of City Bakery;

Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In

Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

IJ

public square.

this line served on cull; Eighth street.

\f ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon.Office,
over E. IIbbold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.

M

Banking and Etchings.

YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

T7' EN

_

River streets.

QCHOUTEN,

R. A. City Pnysician. Office at D.
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.

O

Book* and Stationery.

r/'ANTERS, L.

Photographer.

T. Dealer in Books, StationIV cry, Cigars. Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drug Store, Eighth street.

I

GOINS, B.

P. the le^ing Photographer.Gal-

Boot* and Shoe*.

TTEROLD,

Stddlsn.

E., Mannfactnrcr of and dealer In I7AUPELL, II., Manufacturer of and denier in
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Harness, Tranks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
Righth street.

U

V

Dantlit.

Sewing Machine*.

r\ EE

Kj

Van

D. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakkcr
Raalte.

A.
Agent for Ottawa and AllcA TRANTERS,
i\ gan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Ma-

cver our language is spoken, as the stand-

chine." Dealers in needles and attachments.
Tobacco and Cigars.

A BROEK,
AA NNIS
Fancy Goods, Toilet
OHs, Ac., Eighth

dealers in Drugs. Medicines,
Articles and Pcrfumer-

29-ly

terests

rPK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco
JL Cigars, Snufi, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening

of

fund tun.

EVER

A CO., Dealers In all kinds of For311. nitnre, Curulns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street

of each

week

Visiting others are cordially Invited.

kinds of Furniture.

MEYER &

CO.

42-tf
Without

M. D.

HOWARD.

J.

8. Bubns, W. M.

they will play the role of

their Texas over again, and endeavor to secure

admission to the union as a federal state.
ter table, or the teacher’s desk as the The Texas Pacific railroadat one point
authoritative guide and standard, a copy will run along the southern borders of
of the Unabridged.

Arizona, and almost touch the territoryof

The unabridged contains 8,000
tions, over

and

illustra-

114,000 words in its vocabula

Mexico. The anarchy that prevails in
Mexico opens ther way for

this

new

colon-

and meanings not ization scheme. There is said to be n
in any oilier Dictionary; the abridged edigreat deal of money available to carry out
tions comprise, “The Primary,” which the enterprise. If a new government
has some capital rules for spelling. “The
should bo established in Sonora, Lerdo
Common School” is similar, hut larger, will undoubtedly he the nominal head of
wilh tables of'synonyms, &c. “The High
it. Tho means for establishingit will he
School,” still fuller, wilh many useful tafurnished from this side of the border.
bles; “The Academic” and “CountingThe capture of Bonyra would inevitably
house” for advanced schools and for gencarry with It the control of Lower Califoreral home and business use. The latter
ries,

10,000 words

nia and tho addition of the territoryto the

some

speciallyvaluable commercial

little“Pocket”

etc., ordinarilymet with in the Greek

there can be no government there unless it

Latin and Modern languages. Whether

a

it is

Parallel.

We

believe that the wonderful results
accomplished by the use of "Shiloh's Consumption Cure" are without a parallel in
the history of Medicine. Those who disbelieve this and have occasionto try it,
can he convinced without expense to themselves. Its success is so wonderful and
sure that we sell it on a guaranteeto cure
Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup.
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
fail to try it, it may save your life, while
it will cost you nothing if it gives you no
relief. Call at the Drug Btore of J. O.
Doesburg, No. 70, 8th street and Wm. Van
Putten, River street, Holland,Mich., and
get a trial bottle 10 cents or a regular size
for 50 els. or |1, sold elsewhere by dealers
generally.

is

convenientor not to have copies of

sustained from this side of the line,

that the time has

come

to

make

and

another,

we huge addition to our territoryon the southcertainly recommend that all should poswest. You will likely to hear a good deal
sess a copy of the Pocket, which, when
about this matter before the summer is
not otherwise obtainable, may he had by

“Hackmetack” a new and delightful
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
Farmen, Attention!

any of the other books of the

series,

out.

mail, by inclosing $1.00 to the publishers,

Messrs. Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor
138 and 140 Grand Street,

New

&

The following opinion expressedIn an

TEE END OF THE SEWING-MACHINE
MONOPOLY.
It

editorial of the Christian InteUigeneer of
last

is thirty-fiveyears since a

ican mechanic,

TEMPERANCE.

Co.,

York.

who worked

poor Amerat

his trade

week, we publish for the perusal of
townsmen: “The While House

our fellow

at Washington

is

not altogether the prop-

of the President and his wife.
When
used for receptions or state dinners
spent his evenings trying to construct
it belongs to the United States, and is not
what he had the astounding audacity to
call A “sewing machine,” obtained his to be dominated by the individual opinions
first patent at Washington. He had no of the occupants however conscientious
money, no friends, no credit; and after they may he. When the President entervainly struggling against discouragement tains diplomatistsor visitors of rank ho

during the day

to

support his family, and erty

Eng- does so as tho representative of the American people, and Is furnished with fifty
I have on band Diamond Iron Plows, a land, where he induced a staymaker in
large stock of cullivators, corn planters, London to buy his patent for about $1,000, thousand dollars a year that he may do

DR SCHOUTENI learn that

yon are circulating the state

me.

Breyxak,Sec'y.

Americans,

up an independent government

American union, and will extend our ter
ritory two degrees south on the Pacific
Farm for Sale.
edilion, with its bright gflt edges and
coast.
It is a highly attractive scheme.
I will sfll eighty acres of splendid clay
morocco binding,is truly an Invaluable
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
Sonora is the state in which the Mexican
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres pocket companion. Il contains more than national authority ii naturally the weakest.
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also 18,000 words, rules for spelling,many abThe defendersof the scheme say that the
40 acres of unimproved land in the Townbreviations,words, and phrases, proveibs,
Mexican authorityis at an end, and that
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of

I Kramm, N. G.

O.

of

to set

lessons,and by placing on the family cen-

has

N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

r

who

is understood, to colonize the state of

it

there. Then

ment that aotne of my patient* have sent
for you for the reason that 1 did not understand their case. Will you please be kind
TlEipSEMAJ.M., A SON, General Dealers in
enough to give the name of any such perMb furmitor* A Coffins; Eighth street.See adr. * a. x.
fortlsemuL
son whom I have failed to cure and you
A Reoulab Commnnicationof Unity Lodue, have. Please name them, or stop your
No. 191, K. A A. M., will be held at MmodIc Hall,
$
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, May talking about
TjUJETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a 23, 7 o’clock, sharp.
DR.
A.
BOSISIO.
reedy market for country produce: * choice
Itock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

The

have wide ramifica-

their children, when of suitable Sonora with some thousand of

of Webster’sSchool Dictionaries, for daily

J.

S<« advertisement.

Vf

of

and

O., Dealer In Drugs and Mediclnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phy•iclan'a prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

U

to

living here in seclusion, is a silent part-

age, as by putting in their hands any one

mowers, reapers, harrows and every other
applianceto save labor for the farmer, and
Watehoi and Jswolry.
will sell as low ns anybody, and prehaps a
TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, trifle lower. I call especial attentionto
’J and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Kenyon's Block our home manufacture, articles which we
lif BBNGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medguarantee for their durability— For ready
iM. iclnes,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per- River Street.
cash as cheap as the cheapest,and on as
fumeries. Eighth street.
long time as you may want. Anybody
\7AN PUTTEN, Wn., Dealer in Drugs, Medidoubting this firm will be allowed time
cinea, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
for trial.
W. Van Dm BiBo’a Family Medicines; River St.
R. K. HEALD.
a full
Holland,
Mich.,
May
11, 1877.
X.
0.
Of
0.
F.
slneas
T'VOESBURG,

street.

said

eiation they can count on from the nation-

or so cheaply promote the educationalin-

PAPER,

H.

is

ard authority in English. Parents and al governmentwhen they begin active
teachers can in no oilier way so effectually operations next autumn. They propose,

Pictures Frames,
12-4w

should road, and incidentally to Uncle Sam.

abundantly supplied in Webster’sDiction- of active operations, The Interested pararies, which are justly recognized,where- ties here are trying to see how much tol-

M.'

Dru i ini kedlclne*.

ies Paints and

ibis training

and financial tables. The

Attomyi.

TTOWARD, M.

and

study should, of course, he the most com- ner in it. The headquartersare naturally
plete and thorough to he had, and this is in Philadelphia. New Orleans is the basis

At the Store of

L

special dispatch to the

is

CURTAINS,
all

A

tions. The deposed President Lerdo,

CHILDREN CARRIAGES,

And
Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Collections made In Holland and vicinity.

intend, be-

tinue indefinitely. The apparatus for this

CAH/FETS,

Notary Public*

DOST, HENRY D.,

what they

between one word and another, and con-

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

\7ERBEEK, H.

SPECULATION.

movement

By buying your

of Ptugger M\U»: (Steam Saw and Flour

want

begin as soon as the child can distinguish

SAVElflOTEY

Pronrietors

together expire this

Cldcngo Timn
from Washingtondated May 7th, says:
they employ. And very frequently, from There is a movement on foot against Mexthe same cause, they take no idea, or ico. The objective point Is Sonora, and
wrong ideas, from what they read or hear. the purpose, from what can be gathered
Theremed f.»r these e ii^ i the proper here, seems to bo to annex this province
training in the study of words, by the use to the domain of the Texas Pacific rail-

1

doing

monopoly
month. The various

the patents which have held the

and defining. It

uke in connection with the study

WALL

of monopoly rights from congress; and

cause they do not understand the words

Brnbard Wick.

1876.

spelling

very differentfrom

thereof.

---

>

@

50
10
50
25
00

Dead Animals.

28,

is the

al

00 of words, and often they express thoughts

7, (ft 8

Holland, Aug.

greater importance,and that

far

00

special Notices.

*4.00
TTAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
• Mixed trains.
and twine; 8th
>.
t Dally except Sundav and Monday.
1 Dallv except Saturday.
| Mondays only.
Mannfaetorie*,Hill*, Shop*, Etc.
All other tr ilus dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
vEMINQ, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows. By
time, which Is 21) minutes later than Columbus
f Improved machinery is enabled to sell the
time.
gular Kalamar.oo,Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr ccs than any surrounding town. Plow
Mich. Lake Shoro Rail Road.
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

owing public

Si cannot express their thoughtsfor the

18

21
1
1
1
5
4

The question has been

vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

<

and after the first of June they will be
orthography,pronunciating and meaning able to buy sewing machines for fifteen,
of ordinary words and phrases. They twenty, and twenty-five dollars.

for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The
1>UTKAUW., New Meat Market, near corner undersigned whose place of business is ucnr
l> Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sauMetz's Tannery, will hold himself in readsages constantly on hand.
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
l/’UITE. J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and own expense, by simply notifying him

*11.20 a.
12 15 p. ra
J 9.45 “ “

1.05 a. m.
f 5.10 p.m.
3.05 “ “

90
60

V

5.40 a. m.
4.10

a. ni.

the

It indicates also a fact

People who have cash enough to buy
often astonishingand grievous to sec sewing machines at fifty and sixty dollars,
how grossly ignorant are children and can put the cash to better use at present,

“

He*t Market*.

|

1

©

H

W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehnsed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Rcoairlug
promptly attended to. River street.

powerful and

is

YTORST,

3.10 p. m.
* 4.20 p. m.

and of

mon branches of

Lard .................................. 10
Smoked Meat ...............
(ft '3
Ham ............................
8 (ft 9
Shonlders ..................... (ft 8
Tallow, per lb .......................... 7 (ft 8
Tnrkcys.
..........................19
Chickens, dressed per lb .................

Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
I > in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods.

A

no

QOSMAN. J. W..

have

Arrive at
IloUarul.

Muskegon, Pcntwater
& Big Rapids. 11.10

...................

been scarcely any ad-

own companies are already anticipatingthe
language. This is encouraging,as there tumble In prices which must shortly ensue,
is
- ii f educationthat is now, and
and are advertising machines at large re •
has been ho much neglected as the com ductions“for cash.”

“

Sunday, April

*9.45 a. m.
12.00 “ “
{ 9.85 p. in.

“ “

Pork,

lb

this, there lias

vantage permitted.

people are taking in the study of their

Meats, Eto.
Beef, dressed per

River Btreet.

$

-

BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith

Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pon«*. Cash paid for Furs.

Chicago k Michigan Lake &hore R. R.

Train*.

of

A

.

yond

youlh, and even men and woman, of the

0

Bran, ton

VfIBBELINK. J.

Ing done.

Buckwheat, f bushel

T^LIEMAN.J.. Wagon and

Grand Rapids.

of these hooks,

demand for them.
8 00

fifty dollars,which, for flveycars post,

cation of the almost universalpopularity wealthy lobby has failed to obtain a renew-

Grain, Feed, Etc.

first-class.

Rail Roads.

Effect,

w

in demand and brought the beat
were Webster’s Dictionaries, from
the famous Quarto to the neat and handy
pocket edilion. This fact is a good indi-

“

Oats, $1 bushel ........

gradual lowering of price has been

and

green ................... 2 75

Wheat, white fl bushel
Corn, shelled V bushel

A

prices

beach, dry ................. 2 .V)
*• green ................2 2ft
Hemlock Bark ....................
(ffcft25
Bures, pork, white oak, .............(&10 00
SUves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
2 75
Stave bolls, softwood ......................
» *5
Stave bolts,hardwood ..............
8 0()
Railroad ties ................................
12

and

twenty times the cost of the machine.

were most

[Corrected by the “FlugyerMilh.)

All advertising bills collectable quarterly

Taken

**

a first-class

(XI

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
tines, $2.00 per annum.
Noticesof Births, Marriages,and Deaths.publiahed without charge.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

•

style,

“
“

thus been compelled to pay fourteen

to

14

A
A

DOESBURG,

notice ns a mailer well worth men-

273.

30

<a>

„ (A
A

rpK

—has

Instruotor.

NO.

tioning, that at the recent great publishers' forced by a slight competition. Twenty
trade sale in New York, the books that five years ago, a machine costa hundred

Clover seed, V lh ..................
14
Eggs, V doaen ...................(fid 10
ROLLER,
D.,
Retail
Dealer
In
Dry
Goods,
VAN LANDEGLND’S BLOCK.
Honey, * lb .......................
14
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Hay, V ton .....................8 00 (ft ..
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Onions,V bushel ................
100
0. J.
Editor and PtiWiihor.
Potatoes, V bushel ...............
\7AN
PUTTBN
G„
General Dealers, In Dry Timothy Heed, $1 bushel ...........
TSIMS 07 3UB3C31PTI0M 12.00 pirynr in adviae*.
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Wool, V lb ......................
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

EOLLiUDCin,

WHOLE

12, 1877.

Holland, May

7, 1877.

and incredulity at home, he went

to

and to allow him a royalty of $15 upon this creditably. Like every other polite
each machine. But the stay-maker, while host he is to comiderthe habit* and wishes
using the machine with profit in his own of hit guests. If he, as President, invites
business, was indifferentas to its general to his table distinguished gentlemen, who
adoption, and Howe returned to the Uni- from early youth have been accustomed to
dis- take one or two glassesof wine at dinner^
covered the value of his invention and he is to provide for this want. As an inwere growing rich upon it. Howe had dividual, at bis private table, he can do

ted States to discover that others

had

means, to as he pleases,as President he may not.
prosecute bis rights in the courts, from Such guests as we speak of are not in the
which, after & tedious and expensive liti- habit of drinking to excess at a magisthe pluck,

and was loaned

the

trate's table, but do need for their comfort
gation, he obtainedJustice.
Tho monpoly of the manufacture of the what they have been accustomed to all

tewing machine was, however, already

tbeir

lives. A truly courteous host, how-

established,nod has been maintained un- ever strong
til

this month, when, in all itt forms,

it

may

be his convictionson the

matter of temperance,does not attempt to

expires by limitation.As fast as improve- regulate their

conduct Mr. Anson

G.

ments were patented, the managers of the Phelps was an earnest advocate of total
monopoly secured them, and the sewing abstinence,but when he entertained Mr.
public— the poorest portion

of the people Webster he

put wine on his table.”

f®1**

^oltatll 4i‘S

HOI— cm,

MICHIGAN.

Ohio is on the increase. The President has

money for the reception of Kaiser William, on

intimatedthat he thinks the Buckeye State has

the occasion of his recent visit there.

I

full quota of officers.”. . .The entire RepubOubah planters have decided to go into the
Tuesday, May l.-8wATE.-TheSenate conlican city ticket has been electedin Indi&napo- importationof Chinese labor, on an extensiveflrmed
of the Hon. Wm. B. WUlkma
lil by majorities ranging from 600 to 1,600 ... .
. A OQtnpany with $2,000,000 capital has “ RaUro#d co^nilMioner....MoBt
of the day was
Secretary Sherman has determined to rigidly
enforcethe letter and spirit of the law which
requires that appointments in the treasury shall
he equally distributedbetween the several
States and Territories.
its

rim NEWS CONDENSED.

.

A pouncAL combination is being effected at
Washington by the friends of Gen. Banks, look-

THE EAST.

ing to his elevation to the Speakership. So
says a capital correspondent....
The Repub.

Trns Preridentfl and Secretaries of the Ameri-

can

016

will urge that Austro-Hungary
will best fulfill HO of the session laws of 1875, approved April 28 "
her European mission, and consider her
187a* hi relationto sale and conveyance of lands de^
interests,by doing all in her power to insure ll°^uc“l for township drain taxes; relatingto the

bring
own

the localization of the war, and thereby

Centennial Life InsuranceCompany have been
indicted by the New York Grand Jury for perjury in swearing to false statements of the
financial conditionof the companies....John
P. Phair, who was curiously rescued from the
gallows in Vermont, a short time ago, through
a Boston merchant’shaving read his confession
in a newspaper, has been further reprieved
until April, 1879 ____ Another prominent citizen
of New York— John T. Daly, proprietor of the
Windsor Hotel— has mysteriouslydisappeared.

a third he had several heads, and in a
fourth he was upside down. Here he had
the broad grin of a down, there the long^
drawn visage of an undertaker. On one
side of the room he saw himself all head
and nobody ‘on the other side it seemed
as if a dwarf had put on the boots of a
giant. No applicant, however pressing,
kwas known to resist this chamber of horrors for more’ than a quarter of an
hour.

p
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lican State Convention of Iowa hae been called
to meet at Des Moines on the 27th of June.

Popular Life InsuranceCompany and the

A cabbiaoe containing five

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

COMMERCIAL NOTES.

"D tt

amended by an' set npbrovedApril 24, 1875. ’
~ .
Ex-Queen Isabella of Spain has appealed | ' HousE.-Thls body had a very lean quorum and, ^ON.^ALEB UUSHING thinks our oounGENERAL.
to the Pope to use his influence with her undu- d,d very Utile business, but used most of the day ia try, particularly the agricultural populaOttawa, Can., had & severe earthquake
tiful son, King Alphonso, to dissuade him from oomiuittco of the whole, and passed the fot tion, will be vastly benefited by the war
shock May 3. On the same day a heavy snow- contractinga mamage with a Princess not of lowing bills : To amend section11 of an actentitled in Europe.
storm visited Quebec. ... A brief dispatchfrom the Cathollo faith. It is said that the Pope is “An •c* to eatebliah» State publicschool for dependThb great Dupont powder mills, near
d 1ne«lec*cd children,” approved April 17,
Montreal Can., gives the bare particulars of a indisposedto interfere....The freedom of
Wilmington, Del., have been busy of
press
has
been
suspended
to
^fl7?ctlon
,l8
shocking aocident on the river Vetilat,in the
late supplying Turkish and Russian or^ comtidering’he
parish of St Genevieve.A mill built on the
banks of the stream was overwhelmed by a for puttingthe city under martial law....En- the establishment of a broad street or boulemd ders for powder.
land-slide, and ten persons crushed to death. gland is making preparations for war on an around the city of Detroit, from Jefferson avenue
In California there are thirty savings
In the townshipof Hamtramck, to the nver road lu
The river was blocked up by the land-slide, extensive

the

^^

nooe®

Constantinople,

“I8

scale.

banks, with deposits of $72,542,700.
It is announced that Russia has effected a theJ0WnihIpof ®pruigwe118During the past year there has not been
struck by a railroad train near Pompton, N. J.,
loan of $20,000,000 through a syndicate
WE|D^DAY, May 2‘_8ENiTK'_Tho Senate
a failure among them. Rates for interest
the other day. Simon Demerest, Miss Taylor,
A Chicago journal thinks the drama has French, German and Dutch bankers. .Thomas
vary from 74 to 9 per cent.
of Paterson,and a young man, were killed, and sadly degenerated in that city, or rather that Carlyle,the well-known English essayist,
V
, ^ f E,ect,on8 bU1- An attcmPt
other two fatallyinjured.
Tile trade of the United States with
the popular taste for the higher order of dra- written a letter bitterly condemningthe antiRussia and Turkey for the fiscal year
The body of John T. Daly, the wealthy New matic entertainmentshas declined;and, to sub- Russian tendency of public opinion in England,
Russia, importa
Yorker who recently disappeared so mysteri- stantiate the claim, cites the fact that at only especiaUyin Government cycles. . The little but it failed. A motion to strike out sedion i?! 1875 was as
republic of Transvaal, to South Africa, has which forbids intoxicated persons from voting, was
one
place
of
amusement-McVioker’s
Theater
$1,399,759,
exports,
$11,481,758
; Turously, was found the other day, hanging by a
been annexed by Great
carried. Section 8, relativeto prohibiting the sale
—is the legitimate drama being played. The
key, imports $579,706, exports $4,244
handkerchief to the door of a desertedhouse
Thb cble fumi.heflns with the text of Lord
truth is. the theater-going public has itself
on Long island. Financial embarrassments alone to blame for such a oondition of things. Derby s reply to the Russian circular. For a Amending the law relativeto the organ- 884.
rendered him insane, and led to his committing
If people would stay away from those places diplomatic note, written bv one crave and iuUon of fire and marine insurance
The S/ioc and Leather Reporter dissuicide.
where trashy and sensational plavs are presentusses the probable effects of the
THE WEST.
ed, and patronizefirst-classand ‘reputable theEuropean war on the trade it represents,
An vi c*i from the grasshopper regionsof the aters, where the higher elements of the drama
Dftfby writes^
taMn^MUonagai'nflt^uv
MmnB 'nSl*
ln !hM‘
and comes to the conclusion that it will
West represent that the recent cold weather has find a homo, we should soon have less of the key on his own part, and having _____
recourse to I House.
Houhe.-Mf
-------- *
— Mr. Hamilton introduceda concurrent
create an abnormal demand for all kinds
former
and
more
of the latter.
made serious inroads upon the crop of grassarms without further consultationwith his
resolution fixing the final day of adjournment of of leather, and that prices will be largeThere will be great rejoicing at the downfall allies,the Emperor of Russia has separated
hoppers. In some sections the pests have been
the legislature on May 15. Laid over under the ly enhanced.
himself
from
European
concert,
and
has
at
the
destroyed altogether. Numerous swarms of of the gigantic sewing-machinemonopolies.
rules .... a resolutionthat all membera absen
same
time
departed
from
the
rule
to
blackbirds have appeared in some localities, and All attempts of the sewing-machine patentees
The French Government has pubthe 5tb of May forfeit their per diem pay
which he himself had solemnly record- after
are playinghavoc with the infantile ’hoppers.
to) secure continuations of their patents at ed his consent. * * * It ‘is impos- was defeated....The following biila were passed: lished tlie statistics of the value of imTo amend an act entitied“An act to preserve the ports and exports into France during the
Tebre Haute, Ind., is greatly excited over Wa
teshingtonhave failed, and a number of the sible to foresee the consequences of such an
purity of elections;”relatingto the changing of the
lost valuable of these patents come to an end act ’’....Advicesfrom Egypt state that the name persons;relatingto the support of poor per- first quarter of this year. The total of
the foul murder of one of her prominent citi- most
_ ___ a.*
zens, A. C. Mattox, who, as he was passing this month. The sewing-machinecorpora- King of Abyssinia has again declared war sonB by their relatives; relatingto the incorporation exports and imports together is $335 tions have worked faithfully for the pro- against the Khedive, for violating the of railroadcompanies; to compel partiesengagedin
longation of their restrictive rights, but the frontier. The Khedive, in consequence, securingIce to give notice of the location; to pro- 800,000, less by $8,700,000than for the
renewal of the patent of the last, and one of has refused to further assist the Porte.... vide for the preventionand punishmentof horse same period last year. The only import
stealing; to amend an act entitled“An act to regulate
the
most ’important inventions extentwhich shows an increase is that of artiof the
noted desperado and murderer, was executed the four-motionfeed— has been denied.... A cable dispatch conveys intelligence
iZ.'-T’T. ---—
I 1116 Bizeof dry or packingbarrels for fruits, roots
cles of
t
aeatn
of
Henry
Sawyer,
for
twenty-three
years
and
vegetables,
approved
March
1869;”
to provide
last week at Mount Yemen, Lawrence county,
The boilers of the Anchor steamer Sido- the Consul of the United States at the Para- for the enforcementof the individual liability of
Mo.... The court docket of Rockford, III, is
The existing troubles between Russia
nian exploded when three dav from Queenspersons was

caurinjf an ^overflow,

and seriouslydamaging

of

.

has

.

“

Mows:

Britain.

ita

__

i

libel

$130,000.

man

b
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It is said that

the Russians will bridge the

fill

Railroad Company; John C. 8. Harrison, of

coininginto the Russian lines. As test as they
Indiana; Francis B. Brewer, of New York; James arrive they are foimed into battalionsofficered
F.WUson of Iowa: Joseph H. Willard, of Ne- by Russians.... Several Russian merchantmen
braska;and Daniel Chadwick, of Connecticut have been captured by the Turkish fleet. .
At the meeting of the Cabinet last week it Ronmania has called out all her militia, and is
was resolved that Congress shall not be con- making extraordinarymilitary preparations.
The Russian army in Asiatic Turkey, Turkish
vened nntU the 15th of October.An examination of existinglaws and of the War Depart- reports to the contrary notwithstanding,has
ments financialcondition has satisfied the thus far made a successfuladvance into Aradmimsfration,it is said, that the army can be menia. and seems to have been victorious in
subsisted and clothed until the date* named
every important encounter with the Turks.
.
without further Congressionalaction, All the Russian ports in the Black sea have
white oniy one pay-day will be skipped.... been declared in a state of blockade by the
The State Department has, from our Minister Sublime Porte.
to Mexico? official informationof the release of
General distrust of England is spreading in
the American Consul at Acapulco,and Secre.

.

.

.

Evarts has instructed our Minister to enter Russia,and the Government is strengthening
demand from the Govern- the fortifiedpoints and planting torpedoes in
ment of Mexico an apology, and full repara- the harbors of the Baltic..... A cable dispatch
.ou.tf^e’ • •• President Hayes has states that Austria has determinedto occupy
dechned the invitation of the Boston Board of Bosnia and Herzegovina.Whether this moveTrade to visit that dty during the present ment will be of advantage to Russia will be seen
month, on the ground that, owing to the con- from the course of future events— an unditionof public business,he cannot protract derstanding possibly having been effected
the time which will be spent by him in Phila- between Russia, Austria and Germany....
delphia and New York.
In Asia the Russian forces, numbering about
A WAsniNOToncorrespondent,who has had a 140,000, are advancing in a semi-circletowards
conversationwith him, reports the Presidentas Erzeroum, while the Turkish forces are concentrated in a triangle of Erzeroum, Olti, and Kars.
....A dispatch from the seat of war in Roumania says : “ The bulk of the Turkish forces
anpear to be massing toward Silistriaand Rustr
chuck, and this is the directionin which the
extra session on the 16th day of October.
.
Russians,by their movements,would appear to
nnmilrSTithateX?eCretAry Bri«tOW Will be indicate a desire to pass the river, but the
8U^0eeJ Jud8e Davis on the 8u- Turks seem still content to remain passively on
the defensive.”
tary.

a fornial protest, and

^•^5,

Sn^rne“LvHS9g SoVPfn
.

**°ws that thedecre^oTSo
^

1869’

.

uS

A sharp engagement is reported between
Turkish gunboats and the Russian batteries at

to APrU 80*

Tamrova. below Galatz. The Russian camp
The Attorney Generalhaa orderedrewards was fired by a shell.... The Russians comto be offered for the apprehensionof the law- menced to bombard the Turidah town of Widdto from Kalafat,on the opposite bank of
tess distillers to the mountainous regions of
the Danube, on the 8th tost.... A dispatch
Georgia, who have so far successfully pIuAm!
the pumut of the
agendea have been abolished by order of the

s’ws.ss.’s’ssra

said Servia will observe strict neutrality..

Gen. xcherneyaff has been readmitted to the

Russian army. . .The Czar has returned to St.
Petersburg,where he was enthusiastically
reand November. The amount called in constipaved. . .Turkey has granted general amnesty
tutes the reridue of those issued undwttoS
to the Bulgarians.
of March 3, 1875, dated Nov. 1, 1865. The call
A Vienna dispatchto the London Timet of
is for $8,581,000 coupons and $1,533,650 regis.

.

bonds. Theprindpal and accrued inter-' May

^

^

on

7

says: “News of the unsuccessfulat-

trwurary

after

that the

commerce of England is

largely

the ex-Empresa Eucrenie and her
one “nendment being the striking out of a clause due to its extensive Consular service.
rate the Park property at 81,065,000, on
The Canadian Government finds itself
wmcll there are mortgages to the extent Dillman’s Telegraph bill came up for third seriously embarrassed in its finances by
of $240,000^ Her other eRtotes f®**1111*-The second section of this bill, proposing the constructionof the Pacific railroads.
ewat*8 are to compel telegraph companiesto deliver messagt-H
valued at a like sum, on which an in- in Cities of over 5,000 population free of Between 1867 and 1876 the public debt
cumbrance of $200,000 existe,'*^
WM8trlckcnout- a long debate here foi- has grown from $92,000,000to $152,000,members of the Bonaparte family also
000. The Intercolonialhas cost $21,noia a large amount of property in vari- telegraph companiesto keep all dispatches for two 000,000, and to keep it running takes
$500,000 to $1,000,000 a year. Besides
01 tne imperial exiles IS variously esb- I to amend sections 89, 91, 95, 156. 157, 158 and 159 Uiis, the Government is at work enlargof an aos entitied,“An act to revisethe charter of
mated, varying from $5,000,000
ing the canals ; and in Quebec and Ontoe city of St. Clair,”approved March 18, 1863 ; to
$15,000,000.
amend section 76 of chapter 12 of the complied laws tario large railway expenditures are
of 1871, being compiler’s section712, so that Townbeing made by the provinces out of the
Problem Solved.
ship Treasurers shall not hold office for more than
two years in succession : to appropriate money for subsidies supplied by the Dominion
In the secret language of tlie tramps,
the running expenaes of the House of Correction at Government.
the letter “ H.” on the gate-post means I ionia.
The silk industryof Ljons, France, is
that
the caller
, „the. residents will give
r ,7-f
---- a | FaiDAY, May 4.— Senate. -There was an
nanuful Of grub ; “ 8. that he will get a animateddebate upon the motion to print the bill in a languishing if not desperate condiseat at the table ; “8. M.” that lie will introducedby Mr. Morse repealing the l-20th of a tion, and the French Government inget a square meal, and “ G. B.” that
10 BUPP°rt toe state University.
The vote tends to appropriate $100,000 for the
will get the “ grand bounce.” Now that
p^d* purchase by the State of silk fabrics in
the secret IS out, let every house-owner waa reconsidered, and an amendmentstrikingout Lyons, “in order to give work and relief to the suffering operatives.” TTie
silk business in China is also considertierstood, the mystic sign “G. B. !” I <»ur*8ementof architecture,manufacture*and the ably depressed ; but in America, according to the report of the Silk Association,
Here, at last, is the complete solution
Wn_a.c
„
the tramp
HousE.-Billswere passed as follows: To amend the industry was never in a more thrivC-E
an act amendatoryof the severalads relatingto the
ing condition. The products have deTwo PLANS are on foot in Massachu- ?’?lej',Bflcminary.*tAlbion, and the Albion Female veloped from $2,000,000 to $25,000,000
setta to utilize the Hoosac tunnel
within the last few years.
through railroads to the West. One blind for the years 1877 and 1878; to amend an act
proposes to charter a Boston and
Mard!
th? c“y °4f Pontla4’
MARKETS.
cago Railway Trust Company, wito a
capital Of $100,000,000,$35,000,000of it 8blte Houfe of Correction and Reformatoryat Itv
NEW YORK.
to be guaranteed by the Bay State.
'to
otner plan has m view the creation of a | tog convicts committed to the Michi- Beeves ............................9 oo @11 25
5 75 @ c 25
gan State prison in breaking or escaping or attempt- Hoos ...............................
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Boston, Hoosac Tunnel and Western
tog to break or escape therefrom: for the punishment Cottom ............................ 10&® 11
Railway Company to lease and build of criminal offensescommittediy convicts ; relative Flour— Superfine Western ......... 7 65 @ 8 00
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 80 @ 1 85
lines, making a through connectionfrom to the escape and reclaiming of personacommitted
Cobn— WesternMixed ..............
69 @ 1\%
the State priaon ; relative to insane convicts in the
Boston to the village o( Fair Haven, on to
Oats—
Western Mixed ..............
62 @ 65
State prison. ..A Joint resolution passed authorizLake Ontario, the lake terminus of the ing the appropriation of money to liquidate the in- Utk— Wes teen ......................11a @1 15
Pork— New Mess ...................
15 25 @15 75
Southern Central railroad. Both plans debtednesa and pay the salaries of the Lard— Steam ....................... 10 uu 10!f
employes of the Michigan State Centennial Board
CHICAGO.
are in the hands of energetic men, and of Managers. It appropriates$8, 600.... The
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 25 @ 5 40.
there is a busy time in the Massachusetts followingmessage was receivedfrom the Sen.

Choice Native ........ .... 4 70 (Si 5 20
To the Speaker of the House of RepresentaCows and Heifers .........3 25
25
I am instructed by the Senate to transmit
Good Second-class Steers. 3
4 25
the following : The Grammar School, otherwise the
Medium to Fair ..........4 40 @ 4 60
Senate, hereby challenge the Young Men’s Debating
Hoos— Live ........................
4 50 @ 5 75
Club, otherwise the House of Representatives,to a
Flour— Fancy White Winter ....... 10 50 @11 0$
kins and George I Post.
friendly trial of skill in too game of croquet. Said
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 7 25 @ 7 75
Grammar School names as its beet men, Senators
following stetement, fry the Bu- Baxter, Waterbury,Tyler, Taylor, Morse and Cham- Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............. 1 70 @ 1 71
No. 3 Spring ..............150
reau of Statistics,shows the unporte of berlain. Will the Young Men’s DebatingSociety Corn-No. 2 ....................... 55
56
now producetheir champion sports and debaters?
46
wheat to the United
(Great Col. Sprague, Third House, on the part of Oats— No. 2 ........................ 45
Rye-No. 2 ......................... 88
90
Britain), during
fifteen months toe Grammar School, Referee.”
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 77
85
which ended March 31, 1877 : From the
25
Saturday,May 6.— Senate.— Bills were Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 23
.....
10
lOjf
United States, 24,299,162
from passed making Thomas Morrissey heir-at-law of Eoos— Fresh ........
Pore-Mcss ........................
15 00 @15 30
Russia, 10,112,444 cwt;
British Henry Sterling, and providingfor toe disposition Lard ...............................
10)
MILWAUKEE.
India, 3,986,200 cwt ; from Germany, of dischargedinsane convicts....The Senate did
not seem to be in a good humor for legislative work. Wheat-No. 1 ................ ......1 85 @ 1
2,928,013
France, 571,867 It adjourneduntil Monday evening.
No. 2 .....................1 80 @ l 81
cwt; from Egypt, 2,452,070 cwt; from
56
House.— A number of members asked and ob- Cobn-No. 2 ....................... 54
44*
Turkey, Wallachia and Moldavia, 1,441,- tained leave of absence....Severalpetitlona were Oats-No.2 ........................ 44
Rye ................................96
183 cwt; from British North America presented from Detroit citiiens asking the Legisla- Barley— No. 2 ..................... 82
8T. LOUIS.
2,482,059 cwt; from Chili, 994,619 cwt; ture to pass a law allowing Detroit’tobe taxed $500,000 for a tunnel subsidy. . The balance of the day Wheat-No. 2 Bed Fall ........... 2 23 @ 2 23
other countries,8,683,691
Total, was consumed in committee of the whole, most of
Corn — Western Mixed .............. 63
64
52,951,358
or nearly 100,000,000 the members indulgingin mirth, such asi passing Oat*— No. 2 ........................ 43
44
around muskrat hides,and the throwing of paper Btk: ............................. 94
95
bushels, of the value of £28,085,007. wads at each other.
PoBK-Meea ........................
15 50 @15 75
During the same period there was imIt
Monday, May 7.— Senate.— The Senate met Lard ...............................
6 00 @5 4$
ported 7,469,051 cwt of wheat flour, of in the evening, and held • short session,bat no Hoos ...............................
Cattle ............................
8 60 @ • 11
which 2,749,579 cwt was received from business of importance wee transacted.
CINCINNATI.
the United States.
Wheat
.............................
1 90 @ S 1$
House.— The House devoted nearly the entire
Cobh ...............................56
68
day
to seeaions of the committee of the whole.
A Yankee, having patented a device
Oat* ............................... 48
53
Quite a number of bills,but none of any importance, Rte ................................ 98 @ 1 08
for making the tops of fences impassable
PoEE-Mes* .......................
15 75 @16 80
were passed npon.
by cate, advertisesas follows : 11 PracLard ............................... 9J(@ 18V
•
tical tests of the inventionhave shown
Wheat— Extra .....................2 10 @ 2 12
A Chamber of Horrors.
that it is discouraging to cats in a high
Amber .................. 2 07 @ 2 00
gentleman has just died in Paris Corn ..............
degree.
cats of exceptional in57
69
48
who owed most of his celebrity to the Oax»— No.2 .............. ......... 44

them. Among the promoters of the latter of the two are
Oliver Ames, Estes Howe, Elisha AtLegislatureover
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TOLEDO.

have long

treated with

quaint manner in which he managed to
p***1 open contempt such trivialobstacles as spikes
and broken glass, have retreatedbaffled disembarrass himself of his creditors.
No sooner did a dun present himself than
before the teaser.”
general foreign news.
he was ushered into a room hung round
S. Clarke, the celebrated American
Ill has been found that sweet oil will with a variety of mirrors, some convex,
comedian, but for many yeafr a resident of En- fire the bite of a rattlesnake, and there
POLITICAL.
others concave, etc. In one the unfortugland, has gone into bankruptcy in London. is no longer any use for excursionists to
A Washwotoh dispatch says : “ The number
nate creditor beheld himself with a head
carry around quart bottles containing as flat as a flounder, in another his featof applicants for the portion of Consul, from |
the other antidote.
ures were nearly os sharp as a knife, in
tee

@
@

A

Tom

*nd

ssrssss

sssts errst;son

tempt of the Russians to carry Kars bvooup de
ntain Is confirmedby Russian bulletins, which
The Mexican border troubles were the sub- 5P®**
of two attempts to storm the dtaject of discussionat the Cabinet meeting the del The supposition that the Russians will not
/own before Kars, but will invest and proit was agreed that organized
ceed with the bulk of their forces toward Ereecattle-stealmg,
and other deprodatio^npon ronm, seemg likewiseto have alreadyfound
o«flmaUon, for both wings of the army appear to be moving to turn the positions of Sog*Xl0.
and thus force Moukhtar telligence,who
Aug *5^1877

“^gX^S

7*™“?*™** ,

J?

their

the Austrian mission
Danube a little below its junction with the
Secretary Schurz has appointed the following Froth, and also at Turna, nearly opposite NiGovernment Directors of the Union Pacific kopo1is....Lorge numbers of Bulgarians are
Missouri, wants to

tered

a Z

were both recently from Italy.

mous."

of other

-
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THE TURCO-RUS8IANWAR.

_
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^
the

and killed Marguerite
A cable dispatchsays the Russian advance
Belindi because she refused to marry him. guard reached Butzan, on the railway between
The murderer then shot himself through the

payments.

8.

offenses.

’

Bucharest and G&latz. The Russianscontinued
movements in a leisurely manner, being
THE SOUTH.
retardedby floods and insufficient transports.
Thebe is a hitch in the payment of the Pack- ....Reports from Russian sources state that
ard police and legislative employes by the the army to Asia Minor crossed the frontierat
three different points, and that to the engageNicholls Government, in New Orleans. It was
ments so far had the Turks have been defeated.
agreed that thev should be paid out of the con- The fortress of Bay&zid was captured by the
tingent fund, but the AttorneyGeneral has Russians, the Turks evacuating the place,
grave doubts of the constitutionality of such leaving a large amount of ammunition ____
A message from Vienna gives the following
WASHINGTON.
account of the battle of Kars : “The center of
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue is of the Russian army, 40,000 strong, under Melithe opinion that there is not a barrel of illicit koff, attackedMoukhtar, five miles from Kars.
The Turks fought desneratoly. The Russians,
whisky in the market, and that none is being
supported by powerful artillery,succeeded in
manufactured, except in remote mountainous dislodgingthem from their positionsMoukhsections of the South.
ter called out all his reserves, and atSecretary Schurz contemplatesgreat reduc- tempted to recover the lost ground with
tions in the pension service. The districtswill 60,000 men, but was defeated and driven back
under the guns of Kars. The Russian losses
probably be consolidated and reduced one-half.
were considerable, and those of the Turks enor-

food.

V

and Turkey, and the unsettled condition
European powers, have already
from the island for political
land on the route from Grand Haven to Flint, and created a demand upon this country for
Lord Derby, in defending his reply to the thence to
to Mr. R. Bowes, Trustee of timber suitable for ship-building,and
the agents of several foreign powers are
Itaemn munifeato,in the House o( Lord,,
in the United States for the purpose of
other day, bluntly said he did not wish to doubt
iMued therefor,
the good faith of the Czar’s peaceful promises | Thursday,May 3.
3.—
— Sen
Senate. — Much time was purchasing. Two cargoes were recently
to Lord Loftus, but he could not forget that at
occupied in committeeof the whole on bills relative shipped to France, and it is said more
the same moment Russia was preparingfor war
to protectingfish and muskrats .... Bills were passed: have been purchased for Great Britain.
and that very differentdeclarationshad been
Hon. Caleb Cushing, late Ministerto
made by the Czar himselfat Mosoo. He con- Authorizing the employment of a stenographer for
the arcuit Court in Kent county;also, the Liquor
tended that England had a right two express an
,
, . Tax bill, so amended that retail dealers of malt Spain, severely criticises tlie action of
opinion on the merits of the
a quarrel, since such liquors have to pay a tax of $50, instead of $10 as
Congress in abohshingConsulates.He
an expression had been toviited by the presents- Dnder too law. The manufacturers’ tax was taken
maintains
that our Consuls do not cost
tionof copies of the manifestoes of ‘both the I off ^together,
belligerents.
House.— A concurrentresolutionwas introduced the Government anything, and that they
are simply treasury agents who develop
Wealth of the linnilharfaa I tpPr°PrUUn8 |3-000 tor purchasing seed for a large
American
commerce, and who ought to
fVnumber of poor farmers of Emmet connty. Laid
An Official rench doenment recently I ov«r under toe rules.... The House refusedtooon- to be in every comer of the globe where
there is a prospect of trade. He believes

Taliaferro shot

heart They

o

America

.

At Fontanelle, Neb., a few days ago, a

-

maribo colony of Surinam, South
stockholders of corporations; relativeto filing and
The Ciptaiu General of Cuba has issued a del
mortgages;ratifying and con-

suits.

town, on her last trip from New York. The
A Balt Lake dispatch states that the feeling Captain, three engineers, two firemen and a
aroused throughout the United States by the trimmer were killed by the explosion,their
bodies being terribly mangled and disfigured.
testimony at John D. Lee’s trial, relative to the
The United States treasuryhas been made
Mountain Meadow massacre, has led the LatterDay Saints to apprehend the arrest of Brigham richer by the payment of $1,000,000 of the
Young and other heads of the church, accused
$1,500,000 loaned to assist in the completion of
of sanctioning the commission of that horrible
the Centennial Exhibition buildingsat Philacrime. The Saints have determined to resist
delphia. The remaining $500,000 will be paid
any movement against Brigham Young by the
shortly. . .The schooner Francis Berriman colFederal authority, and to this end they are
lided with a steam barge at East Tawas. on
secretly arming and drilling....Advices from
Lake Erie, and immediately went down, drownCamp Robinson, Neb., report the surrender ing
two men. Loss on vessel and carco.
of Crasy Horae and hi* band of hostilea.

named
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THE INVASION
Map Showing the

Positions of the Belligerent Armies

TURKEY.

OF,

on the Banks of the Danube," and the Roumanian and T’orkish Railway Systems.
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bers of which have been stored along
these
gunboats and monitors on the watch, it
difficult for the Russian
Defense. will
army to concentrate without escaping

TEE EISTER\ STRIICCLE
Lines of the Attack and

THE WAR.

the Roumanian bank. With

The

be

Canges, Direct and Indirect,That
Have Led to 1U

The Chicago Tribune, in answer to a
and, moreover,the number of correspondent’sinquiry as to the cause
The Russian Advance— The Danube the crossing places is limited, owing to the of the war between Russia and Turkey,
First Line of Turkish Defense—
fact that there are very few roads in Bul- says : There are two causes— the direct
garia over which an army can march. At and indirect. The direct may be stated
The Balkan Range the Main
one of the three points named above in a very few words : The oppression
Rampart— The Fortresses—
(Oltenitza,Giurgevo and Kalarash),or and persecutionof their ChristiansubA Plank Movement in
at Lorn or Nikopolis,a crossing must be jects by the Turks reached such a point
the Diiection of
made, because the only available
roads of cruelty that the victims broke out in
,1
Servia
to the south lead from those towns. open revolt a year ago. In suppressing
notice,

Silistria, opposite Kalarash, is strongly
At the outbreak of hostilitiesthe two fortified,being protectedby eleven forts
armies were about 450 miles apart. or redoubts, which are either closed or
The Russian army was massed near the effectually flanked by one another. All
northeastern frontier of Ronmania, in these works are armed with heaw Krupp
the vicinity of Kischeneflf, a town on the guns of the best pattern. iSustchuk
railroad between Odessa and Jassy. and Widdiu are also strong fortresses. If
The Turkish troops were stationed at ihe Russians effect a crossing, they will
various points along the line of the Dan- either have to besiege these fortresses or
ube from Chemetz to Silistria. Between mask them with large bodies of men and
the armies was the territory of Rou- push forward the main army. In that
mania, with its railway system. Rou- event, the Turks would withdraw to their
mania is nominally
vassal of second line of defense in the Balkan
the Porte,
reality the range. This is the main defense of Centool of Russia. The Russians have tral Turkey— a great rampart which the
made themselves masters
the Russians will have to scale before they
Roumanian railway system, and can mass can reach Adrianople and Constantinole. These mountains are 5,000 feet
their forces either at Chemetz or Giurgevo. The distance between Galatz and igh at the western extremity, and 2,000
Kalarash on the Danube is about ninety feet high at the sea. The distance from
miles over a good road. There is a tol- the Danube to the top of the passes is
erable road between Bucharest and about 50 or 60 miles, across a rough and
Oltenitza,where the Danube is about broken country; and the declivitiesof the
800 vards wide. At Giurgevo the width mountains themselves are clothed with
of the river is three-quarters of a mile. forests.
The natural crossing-places are at GiurWhile it seems probable that the Rusgevo, Oltenitza and Kalarash,and of the sians will make a direct advance across
three Giurgevo is the most important. the Danube between Giurgevo and KalaInstead of storming the fortresses on the
south bank of the Danube, the Russian

a

but in

of

army may make a long detour by
rail: to Obemetz, far away to the
west, and turn the flank of the

forces. It is more probable,however,
that the Russians will remain on the
direct road to Constantinople. The Danube is a wide and swift river, across
which it will not be easy to throw a
bridge of boats ; but, inasmuch as the
line of defense is so long, the assailants
will have, on the whole, a great advantage. The Turkish divisions will be
scattered, and the assailing
be
massed quietly and hurled suddenly in
overwhelmingforce against the defenders at 1 single point. It is not probable
that the Danube will be an insuperable
barrier to the advance of the Russians.
The first line of the Turkish defense is,
however, quite formidable.The southern bank is for the most part high, while
the Roumanian is low and swampy. The
Turkish towns nestle among the huls.and
many o? them are fortified, while the Ronmaman side ic desolate. The Turkish
fleet is mistress of the waters* and the
little gunboats, each carrying a heavy
gun, will have their own way upon the
Danube, unless the Russians can drive
them away with torpedoes, large num-

army

4

ment, crossing the Danube at Chemetz,
the river is narrow, and where the
inhabitants of the opposite side are
friendly,where, indeed, forts have already been tlirown up on both sides of
the river, under the direction of Russian
engineer officers, to keep the Turkish

Turkish where

a distance. From this
point of crossing the Russians
gunboats at

would

be able to march

through

Servia by good roods, and to descend
into the great road between Nish and
Sofia without going through any of the
Balkan passes. The whole of the second
line of the Turkish defense would be
turned at one stroke. In the war of
1828 the Turks crossed the river at Widdin and seised Kalafat, and they may repeat this movement now. Kalafat is
upon the flank of the Russian line of advance to Chemetz, and is a point of great
strategic importance. All these lines of

attack and defense are clearly shown in
the large cut which accompanies this
article.

We are indebtedto the New York Tribune for the elegant war map printed in
this issue of our paper.

this revolt,the Turks were guilty of such

inhuman

tortures and massacresthat
Europe, with Russia at the head, protested, and, after meeting in conference,
demanded that the Porte should give
guaranteesof reform. The Porte refused,
and Russia, as the chaippionof the
Christians, now takes the field to secure
these reforms by the sword, and to
amehorate the condition of the Christians.

The indirect cause of this war
the Turk is an alien in Europe, an
of

is that

enemy

Western civilization,a sanguinary fa-

an

w
FMa

ment

is

-

--

—

w

,

y

|j|
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defenders of order. The people, aware
A Ceuealoglcal Baby.
that the slightest complaint will be the
According to the Des Moines (la.)
signal for massacre or torture, have been State Register, there is in that city a
degraded below the human point, till, baby with twelve living grand-parents.
when assailed in the way which mokes Five generations,all alive and well, f6rm
even slaves resist, they only occasionally an ancestral tie that few little folks— or
have the energy to join the brigands, big folks, either— ever see. This phethough, strange to say, when they have nomenon, however, this baby exjoined them they fight to the death. It is periences. She has one great-greatenough to say that in all rural districts, grandmother, being 90 years of age, rewherever Turks are annoyed, or resisted, siding in Indiana; four great-grandor even affected with a caprice of tyran- mothers, ages respectingly63 and 69, on
ny, the villagesencounter the fate of the fathers side, and 68 and 70 on the
cities taken by storm in the worst cycles
mother’s side ; three great-grandfathers

of middle-agewarfare. The men ore
murdered, and the women violatedat
will and with impunity. No redress is

even hoped for ; the authoritiesall side
with the gendarmerie or soldiers,and the
worst offenders are the Pashas sent to
qinintam order. The Christian who
complains is tortured until he leaves off
complaining,and the Pasha who tortures
him is considered an energetic officer,
and rapidly promoted.”
The Turkish Government lives not
only by cruelty but by plunder. It is
predatory in character, not judicial It
eats the substance of its victims ; if they
object, it exterminates them. It takes
with no idea of returning. It borrows
with no idea of paying. It promises
with no idea of fulfilling. It lives
among civilized nations as the blackmailer, and thief, and swindler live in
society. It would have no subject unless as a slave ; if it cannot enslave him,
it kills him, ravishes his wife, sells his
children, and bums his home. As Mr.
Maocoll says in another part of Ids work,
speaking of the evil which this war is intended to remove :
“It is the existence of a so-called

whose Governnot a Government of law but of
plunder, and that there is a general feeling iu the civilized world that it is time
for this Governmentto be overthrown or
removed to its original Asiatic source.
The element of law does not enter into
the idea of Turkish Government. Its
constitution is an utter dead letter. It
has no machinery for enforcinglaws. It
has promised to make reforms over and
over again, which promises remain unfulfilledbecause it cannot enforce them.
The governing power of Turkey is in
the hands of a caste that does not number one-sixth of the empire^ which ex- Government over at the very least
ists as an armed camp of Asiatics in the 6.000.000 of Christians in Europe and
midst of Europe, not to lay down laws, 3.000.000 more in Asia, which, so far
enforce obedience,and administer jus- from securing even tolerablepeace for
tice, but to terrorize even to the extent domestic and social life, and renderingit
of extermination, if necessary, and in probable that the human beings bom in
any event to a degree that will make re- Christian communities should grow up
sistance impossible. This caste is not with the ordinary confidencein indusresponsibleto any authority but its’fcwn. try, courage under wrong, self-respect
If its agents commit outrages there is no in conduct, affections in their homes,
redress. Not one of the fiends who per- and good-willtoward their neighbors,of
petrated the Bulgarian horrors has ever
been punished; on the other hand, the
bloodiest butchers have been promoted
to higher seats of honor. Mr. Maocoll,
in his recent work on Turkey, speaks of the men, and all' the womanliness out of
the conditionof the Bulgarians as fol- the women, replaces the noblest affections by the fiercest and the meanest
lows :
“The Christians have in most prov- passions, makes dread, chronic servility
inces, sod notably in Bulgaria, fallen the only assurance against wholesale
into the temper of slaves: that resist- wrong,- and apathy the one remedy
ance to the gendarmerie is considered against outrage.”
impossible,the Government and its solTo suppress such an evil as this Russia
diery invariably supporting them, until enters the field, and her legions are now
the armed policemen can do absolutely scouring over Roumania and Asia
what they please, and, in a countiy where Minor. No horrors of .war can equal
chastity is considered- of the highest im- the horrors of Sclavic persecution. No
portance and women are reverenced as in loss of life can be so terrible as the evil
Ireland,r the ----honor of ----families is
abeo— - —
—
'
that
occasions it. Its removal at any
hitely at the mercy of any villain who cost of life, money, or misery will be a
may be admitted into the ranks of the blessing to the world.

natic by nature, a ruler

iflfl

40

»

7

living— only one on the father’s side, age
71

; on the mother’s side, one aged 72,

the other 71 ;

two grandmothers living,

the father's side 44, on the
mother's side, 46; two grandfathers,
aged, on the father’sside 46, on the
mother’s side 48, and one father and
mother. All the above are a hearty,
robust, ambitious class of people, all
being to date full of life ; and only one
who is any way helpless,she being the
oldest in the account. The parents ore
aged respectively 22 and 24 years.
ages,

on

Hospitable

Highwaymen.

A young man named Ragan, from San
Felipe, Tex., tells the Sas Antonio Exriding along the
road, a few miles beyond Castroville, two
men rode up to him. from the brush by the
roadside and demanded his money. Both
had their faces masked, but did not present their revolvers,which they carried
in eight, simply sayinn, as they told him
to hold, that they didn't think it necessary
to draw on him, as he was so young. He
had $19 in his pocket and a considerable
sum in his boots. The last mentioned
the robbers failed to find, but took the
$19. They then invited the young man
to step into the brash and lunch with
them, which he, thinking it safest to humor them, did, although his appetite was
none of tne most ravenous. About 100
yards from the road the men had a good
lunch spread, which they partook of
heartily, keeping their faces masked,
however. After lunch the robbers returned $7 to their victim, and told him he
could go. He didn’t wait for a second

press that as he was

bidding.

,

(jetting the Drop.

The patent bell-punch has been

intro-

duced recently on several street car lines
in San Francisco. One company pays a
royalty of 40 cents a day for every bellpunch, and as 40 cars are kept on the
track the expense of this mechanical detective semoe is $16 a day, which represents the net dishonesty which the bellpunch must offset in order to be selfsupporting. One of the conductors
lately had a queer adventure. There
was a picturesque miner in the car who
had not paid his fare, and, as the conductor went forward and took 'the little

MORE RUMORS 07 WAR.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Joslin&Breyman,

A sensation was created in Paris during

Saturday, May

12tii, 1S77.

of what

the past wqefc by the publication

purported to be

a

ifPfl

confidentialaddress deli-

vered by Count Von Moltke

to the German
he elaborateshis
The sharp and almost threalening reply late speech. Tho count shrewdly attriof Eaglaod to the Rasdan war manifesto butes the quiescence of France to con-

TSE WAB.

discloses strikingly that change in her policy which the actual existence of

war

promised to bring. Tho-

at

reply

disprove hereafter the charge which might

pected to do

Sedan.

PrePcrlpMonccarefally
prepared nt

Russia,

Watchmakers | Jewelers, the day and night. Our clock
w«

DEALERS

and watch-

IN

offer

it

to

the public

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

of

ity

have

in

upon the vigor and

this breach and the effect it wfll

movementsin

strengthningthe government and

In

the war party in England have been

al-

W.

&

i

J

All Kinds of Spectacles.

the Austrian and French wars, the

Fall

Mm

of Gold

2cm*

ready made the theme of an admonitory which they had studied and profited by
article in the London Tinu*, and promises
the tactics of the first Napoleon. Austria RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.

toWke

mere showed that she resembled the Bourbons,
faction in British politics. The reply,
in that she had learned nothing; and
hAwerer, though sudden anduuexpetJtcd, is France demonstrated that she had lost
for a time

the liberal party a

unlikely to have any immediate and direct
effect in modifying the situation at the
East. ?.

The

Holland, March

so far from

1877.

6-ly.

NO.

22

f

u
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Holland, - - - Michigan

—

W. G.
The above Arm make a specialtyof custom work
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are Ion
enough to compete with anv house In the city.
They keep constantly oi hand a choice variety o!
Ladies and Children si ocs and gaiters.

Short Notice.

:o:

A

Aside from one rumor the news from
seat

of war

that no such opportunityfor

is unimportant,and that

may

Ware

in

ever again be presented.

-

Van Pntten.
0

£pfriat Notices.

had surrenderedto
the Russians. As Kars is a strong and
well garrisoned fortress which the Rusof a report that Kars

sians at last reports bad not even fairly in-

Just received a supply of Spring Styles
of Hats; new styles of Calicoes and Fancy
Goods, all of which we will sell cheap for

vested, the rumor will probably have to

cash.

aggressive

movements of

BERTSCH.

s

large supplies.

the Russians in

&

Flour

chills
tie of

Feed.

In the course of next week we

bas been had news for the Turks.

On

will

place for sale in our store a stock of Boots
and Shoes that will beat them all.

the Danube, where the Russians be-

gan the war with such celerityand vigor,
-

the combatantsappear to have become

P.

-

&

-«•»>

A.

on said roll, and show cause, it .any, why
the valuation should be changed.

in her borders.

John A. Roost,
Holland, May 2nd, 1877.

The Russian Reply to England.
London, May

10, 5

A.M.—A

City Clerk.

Paris cor-

afieut

Russia will not reply to Earl Derby’s note,
publishes a statementwhich

may be

To the Red Ribbon

con.

sidered Russia’sinlorma! reply. It says:
The powers which seriously desire to

Having opened a

general peace must seek a

new

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

of the English

may be asked if the

Hot

porte was not the first to break the engage-

ment of the preceding
If

treaty

of

-AND

it,

Makes Custom Work

n R

did not

mean to

In the matter of the Eatate of Wllhelmlna Plug-

de-

tians. They simply decided against the
stituted to it the

Europe. The

common

They sub-

protection of

rights and dutlea attaching

thereto they have often exercised. The

agency cites instancesof

VAN RAALTE.

BOOTS a SHOES
- --

E.

HEROLD,

intervention,

such as the Aodrassy note, the Berlin mem'-

ger. t'omclla Plaeger and Maaike Flagger,
minora and heira of the ••late of Aldcrt Pluggcr,
deceased.
NOTICE la hereby given that by virtue *f authority and licenae to me granted by ihe Probate
Court of the County of Ottawa, State of Michigan,
at a aeaalon of aaid Court, holden tn the City of
Grand Haven, ol Friday, the fourth day of
May, A. D. 1877. In the matter of the Eetate of
the Ileireof Aldert Ptngner. aforewld,I ahall aell
at public auction to the highest bidder, at the Port
Officeat New HollandStation, tn the Townahlp of
Holland, in the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, on Tueeday, the nineteenth day of June.
A. D. 1877. at two o'clock lu the aftornoen, all the
tight, title and intercut of the aaid minora In and
to the following real eetate eituaiod and being in
the Townibln of Holland,County of Ottaw*,and
State of Michigan,and tanner describedas follow# : All of the undividedthree-flflhapart of the

Ladies,

mained for Russia to execute alone the
duty which other cabiuets agreeing with
her in principlehesitated to assume in
practice. The imperial cabinet is Justified
in affirming that It is acting in conformity with the sentiments and intercats of
Europe. The Englinh cabinet cannot extricateitself from this dilemma except by
proclaimingthat England is the first Mus-

{h

iireni
We

I. P.

THIBOUT,

MERCHANT TAILOR
Has removed hi* bualoeaa to

GRAND RAPIDS MICH
79 Monroe Street,
**

bis old frieuda andens.
,n the clothing line,
HnBn,BKe^Hla",,.tr,ra
order anything
tin*
in'11 Bl,< i!r,ra t<»
t°ortifr
enythtng In
In onr
our
maintenance
igto th* latent itylw, and for the low
the Christians eBl P0**N>l« pricea.
,0

of

tbat

f*

>11

Whin*

T#

their extermination.
hold the English nation in too great
esteem to believe it would sanction such a
!

policy.

If

you want a square meal go
and try them.

Breakfast 25 ets. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 25 ots.
A "SPECIALTY.

Meals got up

to

order any time,

and satisfaction guaranteed.

Gents,

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

Youth and
Misses Wear.
Full line

1-28

Meat Market.

Repairing Neatly

Done

GIVE US A TRIAL.

S-18

I. P.

THIBOUT.

,

Youra Respectfully,

Holland, Jan.

1, 1876.

Had catarrh five yeara and fevi-rand ague three

months. Employed numerous

physiciaua, but re-

ceived no benefit. Dt. Bosisio cured my ague to
24 hours, and my catarrh Id three weeks', with hie
peach branch medicine.

MISS ANNIE BAUTHER.
I have been sick and Bufferingwith a sore throal
for the past five years. I have Tied numeroue
physicians, but could find no relief until I employed
Dr. Bosisio, and after taking four bottles of his
peach branch medicine,since three weeks under
his care, I feel as well as ever I did.

*

Your trne friend,

SUSAN BAILEY.

I, recovering from a acrlous Illnesswish to mak«
few remarks In behalf of Dr. Bosisio. who has
been my faithful physician until I am entirely nul
of danger. I wa* attended by two of the leading
physiciansin Fremont, who held a consultation,
with the decMon that I could not survive more
than one hour from the ttmeof their Dueling.—
Dr. Bosisio brought me entirely out of danger inside of 24 hours, and in three Jays was on my feel
again.— To the Dr. I am indeed very gratt fnl.
a

mrs. mary

J.

Shooter.

It is with pleasure that I make this statementIn
regard to a serious illness from which 1 have Just
recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to be confined. and engaged one of the flr-t physiciansof
Fremont to attend me ; my case being an uncommon difficult one, I got no encouragement from
him.— I then culled a second one, who with nearly
the same result, discouraged me to such an extenl
that I was driven Into fits. At last I called Dr.
Bosisio, who relieved me of the child and all patn
and danger; to him I owe my sluccje thank#.

ANGELINK TROYLEY.

•

Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July 25, 1876,
I had been sufferingfiom catarrhfor fonr years.
I have been treated by fonr different physicians
during the time but derived no permanent benefit.
After being under the care of Dr. Bosisio nve daye,
and having taken five bottle*of his peach branch
medicine,I am feeling perfectly cured, -«nd gratefully recommendhim to all persona sufferingwith

MISS ALICE ROWE.

ol Ottawa, aa: keep
session of the Probate Cohrt of the County
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office,tn the
City of Urand Haven, In taid County, on Tuesday the twonty-fuurtb day of 'April,tn the year and every thing else belonging to that line of
business. Full weights and good qualityia our
one thousand eight hui.dred and seventy-seven.
standing rale.
Present: Samuel L. Tatm, Judge of Probate.
In the mat tar of the eetate of Frederick Van
den Bcldt. deceased.
a Trial.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
VAN
DIN
BERG
& BRAAM.
of Isaac Marellje,Administrator
of said estate, prayinir that he may be empowered and licensed to
Holland, Feb. 24, 1877.
eel! certain real estate belongingto said estate,in
said petition described for the purposes therein
set forth. Thereupon it la ordered, that Monday
a

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,

Come and Give us

the Twenty-eighth day of May next, at one
o’clock in the
moon, he assignedfor the
a ft

Jowctt 8t., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sick with consumption for ten years. Cured to
Thla Meat Market la tn Stutter'sStore, two doors two weeks by using 10 bottles
les of Dr. Bosliio’e
Bosiiior
East of L. T. Kantera* Book Store. They keep on peach branch medicine.
hand a choice assortmentot fresh meats, and also
DANS HANSEN.

STATE OF MICHIGAN, County
At

538

catarrh.

No. 76, Eighth St.

the Winter trade.

for

3.

»

W.

Bosnian.

Merchant

Tailor,

Dealer In all kinds of

Had lung disease anddropsy for four years. Have
the best doctors lu the Stateand could find to
relief. Pn cured the servicesof Dr. Bosisio, and
In three weeks felt perfectly well. My wife wan
sick five years with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numerons physicians, but found no relleK
Was cuied in flvi- weeks by Dr. Bosisio.
Yours respectfully,
tried

JOHN BALDWIN,
Baldwin, Mich., July 15th, 1876.
I have been troubled with catarrhIn Its worst
forms for abont six years. I have tried different
physicians and patent medicines,but derived nos
benefit.After taking five bottle* of Dr. Borislo’j
peach branch mediclae, I am happy to sa} I am an
well as
____

ever.

MIKE O'BRIEN.

Had a runningsore for three year# ; cured In nine
day* by using lit. Boslsio'speach branch medicine.
L.

Ready Made
AND

OLSON.

Had sore eyes It years : employed a peat many
physicians,out received no benefit.Dr. Bosisio
cured me in one month.

JENNIE SNIDER.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

Bio Rapids. Sept. 36, 1878.
This Is to certify that I have been sick for the
poet five years, having tried twelve of the best doeA true copy, (Atteat.)SAMUEL L. TATE,
tors In the State,but they could do nothing forma.
Judge of Probata.
1 commenced under the treatmentof Dr. Bosisio,
One door West of VAN LANDKGKNDAMELIB an Italian physician,last week, and in twolvt
and now offers a Nil line of goods and at such rea- hours got up and left my bed. Respectfully,
sonable prices, that It will beta the advantage of
MRU. H. HAHN.
T AM authorised to sell the Steam Tug "Gem” every one to come and Inquire. We have amide
ou fkvorable
favorable terms.
terms. Inquire of
facilities In onr new quarters to make up clothing
I have been troubled with sore eyes end dyspepMANLY D HOWARD.
at short notice.
Holland, Feb. 17, 1877.
sia for the past five years. Have tried several
Holland,Mich.
doctors but have found no relief. 1 procured
Dr. Bosisioand after taking one bottle of hl«
peach branch medicine 1 feel perfectly well.
au
or

hearing.

has done everything for this purpose
Her efforts wore fruitless. It only re-

f

Spring Chickens on Hand.

OYSTEES

hearingof said petition and that the hslra at law
of the aMd deceased,and all other persona interested lu said estate, are requiredto appear
at a session of said Court, then to be holden at
the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, In said
Connty, and show cause, if any there be, why the
regards the treaty of 1850 ns impotentthat
half of the south-east quarter and the #outh- prayer of the petitioner should not be granted:
interpretationwill hardly be accepted by north
we#t quarterof the north-eaet quarter of section And H is further ordered, that said petitioner give
Europe or even by the English nation live, town live, north of range fifteen weat; eatd notice to the persona Interested In said estate,of
especially not by the Russian government premieeeto be sold together or in parcel! ; condt- the pendency of aaid petition and the bearing
thereof by causing a copy of this order to be pubor natitHL In the interestof this treaty tiona and terms of sale to be made knoan at the
above time and place.
lished In the "Holland Citt Nnwa," a newspaper
the common action and pressure of Euprintodand circulated In said County of Ottawa,
Dated: Holland, Mich., May 4. A. D. 1877.
for four successive weeks previous to said day or
rope should have been exerted. Russia
HEILTJK DE JONG, Guardian.

orandum, etc., and adds: Results have
proved that these platonic interventions
led to nothing. If the English cabinet

Turkish dominion over

and remains the popuEating House of Grand
Rapids.

is

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Probate Order.
Guardian's Sale.

fend a regime oppressive for the Chrisexclusive protection of Russia.

K.

1st, 1877.

impunity. Ail documents

powers

This
lar

—

Holland, Mich., May

have been troubled with the ague for 11 months*
have tried every kind of medicine that I could get!
butcouid not get anythingto help me. Hearing
of Dr. Bosi-lo I sent to him for some medicine,
and after taking one battle I am entirelycured.

Streets.

GRAItflD RAPIDS.

i

Specialty.

MRS. SOPHIA BARNIEU.

then that treaty

of that period prove, on the contrary, that
the Christian

CROSBY’S
Corner Monroe and Ionia

and Tea

MEALS AT ALL HOURS.

would only have served to guarantee the
porte’s entire

2, 1870.

1850.

the English cabinet maintainsthat the

porte was not bound by

Coffee

SEE.

VAN PUTTEN.

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

Lemonade, Ice Cream, Candies, Cigars, Herring,

dispatch.

As respects the treaty of 1871, appealed to
in this dispatch, it

Holland, Aug.

Of the neatest style* and best qualitieswhich I
offer cheaperthan anybody else.

Ntxt door to G. Van Putten’a Store, we would
more in conformity with the circumstan- respectfully call the attention of the Public to
the tellltiee we offer them lu ail kinds of refreshces, without further dwellingon the mismenta and vatables,such as
taken views of past results, which are the
best refutation

she was entirelycured.

CECHINNE ANTINE.

TEMPERANCE

RESTAURANT,

basis

it

MRS. HARRINGTON.

G.

re-

establish an understandingand guarantee
of

Men!

Respectfully DORA HACKERSON.
In behalf of Dr. Bosisio. I will #av that my
daughterhas been sick with fever and ague for six
months; hive tried a great, many different medl
cine# but with the same result.-Procured
some of
Dr. Bosislo’s medicine, and after taking 1 wtottle*
of

GT CALLAND

§whwti<sfme»t$.

telegraphic agency, whilst declaring that

-

be relied upon.

AT

respondentof the Tima says the Russian

have been sufferingwith fever and sgne for 13
monihe; have employed numerous physicians bui
derived no benefit.Was cured with 8 bottles of
Dr. Boslslo’s peach branch medicine.
I

Goods arejirst-class

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can

STEKETEE.

Notice is hereby given that the Board
troops continue to pour through Bucharest of Review of the City of Holland will
on their way to the river. Roumania still meet at tho office of the clerk, of said city,
affects a neutrality which is a rather thin on Monday, May 21st, 1877, and shall remain in session four
fo
days successively, at
disguise for the positive aid and comfort
least six hours in each day during said four
that she gives to the Russian armies with- days, to examine the annual assessment

Dr. Boaisio’s medicine.

I

Board of Review.

amazingly sluggish, a.though the Russian

1111 improving rapidly

OHA8. DICKERSON.

PRICES
- ARE LOW.

We

any news has been received, it

1877.

This Is to certify that I have been suffering from
and fever for 3 month#; cured with one boL

Crockery,

dealer in

have just received a very large stock
the Armenian seat of war hare, however, of Ready Made Clothing which we will
invited a battle at any moment, and the sell at prices that defy competition. Come
dearth of positve despatches from the and see for yourself, at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Turkish capilol will give color to the belief that if

“'‘ariilyim-

MRS. ELLA MARSHALL.
Fhexont Center, Mich., March 22, 1877.

Groceries,

funANtmiE The
Boots and Shoes

18

Yours Repectfully,

Hats &l Caps,

o

D.

®ll(1

VAN SCHELVEN.

Bio Rapids, Sept. 26th, 1876.

every l>^anc,1 medlclne'and

Dry Goods,

Call at

The

wait a good while for confirmation.

BEROHUIS.

.

Etc., Etc.

comes from Constantinoplein the form

proving Can W<Uk 00 crntchc*
Holland, Mich., April 27,

rumor will attract attention only because
it

BEEUWKE8.

This is to certifythat I have been blind for the
nast seven years also been troubledwith dropsy.
Having succeededthe late firm of G. Van Putten I have tried ten of the best physicians In the State
A Co., at the same stand and in the name business but they did me no good. Under the treatmentof
wishe* to advertise through the columns of the Dr. Bosisio, at the expiration of one week I walked
New* his stock of
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of hie

g. j. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875.

realization

its

F.

This is to certifythat after u treatment of four
weeks bv Dr. Boaisio our six-year old daughter,
who for nearly two years has been lame and deprlvcd of the use of her limbs, has so far recovered

O.

Rockingham and Yellow

ate desire for revenge equally possessing
both her enemies,and by their knowledge

NEW FIRM!
-

1877.

ELFERDINK.

W. A H.

(».

26,

Holland, Mich., April 26, 1877.
It is a pleasure to Inform you. that my wife, who
nas been confined to her sickbed for 22 years, hat*
so farrccovercd.hor
health and strength that she
is enabled to enjoy her outdoor walks regularly
after having Been treated by Dr. Bosislo three
weeks. This Improvement is steadily going on,
and we have reason to hope for a further cure.

nothing,”she had forgotten all the lessons

check the warfare of nations.

lnl1

After many efforts in the course of the last three
years, with several physicians, for the cure of weak
eyes we cnlie in the services of Dr. Boaisio, who
cured my daughter’s eyes in two weeks.

RIVER STREET,

84-ly

reply has still another meaning in

notion that general treaties will go far to

HS

Holland, Mich., April

P.

“forgetting

From and after this date, I
of her own great captain. There have
that it is official testimonyto the breaking
been changes of importance both in intend to devote to this line of
of the Paris compact of 1856, which was an
France and Austria since those days, how- trade the necessary attention,
interesting event in modern international ever, and, while there is not known to be
law in so far as it promised to test the a first-rate military mind in the .armies of and will keep on hand a comsanctity of the solemn pledge of European either, it is tolerable certain that the gener- plete stock of White Granite
nations made under the restraintsof modal efficiencyof the military organization and C. C. Ware.
cm international obligation.It must be in both countries has been immensely inliberal deduction to
confessedthat the pledge has proved weak creased In such a war as Von Molkte
those who buy sets or in large
and that its violation by Russia at so early contemplates,the prestige of German sucquantities.
an opportunity does nj>t exalt the common cess would be neutralized by the passion

the

Druggists in Michigan:
Hehcr Walsh, Holland. 2. M. W. Beechor
New Baltimore. 3. A.Jt. Foster, Otsego. 4. Chan.
W Johnson, Holly. 5. J- K. &8. McFinlev,Nifce.
6. J. F. Hofman, Hubbardson.7. E. S. Dunham.
Grandvilb,Kent Co. 8. Arthur Veitch. Mnv P o '
J uecola Co. 9 Kerkwood Bros., Isphemlng, ll'

Repairing neatly done and at

CROCKERY!

one-half of the traditional Bourbon characteristic,for,

24.

For Sale at the Following

-

. —AT

celerity of her military

repelling the double assault.

per doz., *3 per half dor. Not less than a half doa.
sold to any one.

ELFERDINK’S

H.

prepared to depend

Prussians proved the thoroughness with

orbv nrit

1.

Russian policy; thirdly, it will widen the Prussians pummeled the French. If
breach in the English opposition party at France and Austria form such a league,
distinct hostilityto each other. The grav-

of

Invite onr friends and tho public generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN 18, M. D.

jewelry & Fancy Seeds.

Germany must be

nil hour*

Is all Hrst-claas,
and
cheap for cash.

We

1870, when she held Austria while the

factious into more

order if they have It not on hand;

will

ing to tho Doctor It will be sent C. O.'D. Price, $3

been brought against England, in ing England, and she la not therefore in n
case She should interfere, that she had positionto render again the decisive aid Silver
morally estopped herself from the inter she gave with so little cost and exertion in

home and bring its two

Sick Headache, Heartburn,Catarrh, Fevers,etc.
Thla remedy can be procured from druggists, who

and Fancy Articles.

have,

ferences by her silent acquiesence in the

plaint,DlRcose# of the Lhngs. Dyspepsia,Dropsy,

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

hinted, has all she can be exin fighting Turkey

from the branchesof the peach tree, and will enre
the foDowta* disease#,vipi More Eyes. Li ver Com-

DEALERS IN

with Austria, looking to mutual ven-

Von Moltke

A new medicine discoveredby Dr. Alexander

0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.

handed with the German armies. But
she may find her opportunity in an alli-

warn Russia against to ambitiousschemes geance for Sadowda' and
of conquest in tiie East; secondly, it will

Stmt.

Bosisioj July |st, ijyj. Jhin'remedy Is an extra*'!

sciousness of her inability to oope single-

wHl ance

will serve a triple pnrpose. First, it

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

viimiiiuiUj

No. 86, Eighth

military staff; In which

the East

w

lIiA/iv

Bosisios Column.

Dr.

ANNIS & BROEK,

Drs.

U*6w

Moved Into

his

NEW BRICK STORE

TUG FOR SALE.

A

B00KBIJND1M!

The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
and rortidentt* of Holland and viciultythat bains? at
preamit located at MnHkejton,he baa raude arrangementa with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland,at who*®
store, on River atroet.all Job work for binding con
he loft. I have purchnsed a new and completeline
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.

„ .
„

Muskkook.Sept. 3

1875.

A.

mss

Mm

Hats & Caps
'

Give us

in

Great Variety.

a call

Goods.

CLOET1NGH.

J.

Holland, Dec. 3,

WILLIAM STOWE.

and^see our

No. 29, Ninth Street,

I

W.

CONSULTATION FREE,

BOSMAN.

1876.
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Residence of A. Westveer,

All oar

mills ami factot

lei

are runnings

/ Strawbrkkiks

SMtittflis.
Snow

*

mills at Ludington, Mich

,

are
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bhwt.

running fuff

^

'

is
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'

'

are nearly ready for harvestingIn

_

--

Five hundred thousand young trees
have been

set

out

make

are of a new

and very handsome.

Dr. R. A. Schoutkn

braska, this spring.

is

M. O’Connell, formerly agent at the
Mich. Lake Shore depot in
returnedand

settled

up his

tainly is some proof of his popularity in

has this community.

this city,

- -

difficulties.

ly

The

evening, ills subject

will

Oflnfayts.

be the Death on

____

is

for its fine

of the Temple

c|ioir

come

General Sherman is to

deliver the ora-

Army

the Potomas at Providence,K.

and Mr.

is

There

I.,

What

is

Work

is progressing nicely

the fishing tug Green.

on the foun-

of the future in Louisiana,

York about the agents of foreign dation of Van der Veen’s new block.
governmentslooking after the Stevens’ The foundation will be veiy solid, and Is
in

New

calculated to withstand any pressure

Battery, with a view of purchasing.

and

all

ALL.

.—

!

!

- FOR THE CURE -CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.
OF

and

U

Joseph some years Til D9CT02’3LOCATION montfliglblo.Cflutral
convenientat
number of lives.

Her hull has recentlybeen discovered by
List of letters remaining in the Post Of-

goin^ on

i

some talk of recovering the
Hippocampus,which sunk be-

ago, causing the loss of a

the differentrailroads.

FEAL

Dr. Atkin’s Remedial Institute

is

St.

,

is Wealth, or Fame, or Life— Without Health

of

to read the poem.

tween Chicago and

in

I U3L COLUMN.

F/EAL THIS.

/l. T. Kanters is building a large stoopVflceat Holland, Michigan, May 10, 1877:
In fifteen States there arc Republican
rend balcony in front of his premises, so iQeorge Bonchcs, William Magirison.
Governors aud in twenty-threeDemocra[es to make his icecream parlors on the
Wm. Vbrrkek, P. M.
tic. In eighteen Legislatures the RepuI second floor more attractive. -Jr
Cornelius Van Herwijnen, who has blicans are In a majority, while of the reIt has been decided at u recent cabinet been out of town for the last two year®, maining twenty the Democrats have ninemeeting in Washington to discharge the on account .of a scrape he got into in teen and the Independentsone.
extra 2,500 man that w*-re enlisted last North Holland, returned on Wednesday
summer to punish the Indians.
Gen. Hawley takes a veVy hopeful view
night last.
Considerable speculation

GRAND RAPIDS.

DR. AIKIN’

music.

tion at the coming meeting of the

daily increas- propeller

every day car loads

GOODS,

FRIGES VERY LOW.

Church in London, which has long been

bustness of pealing, purchasing

ing. Almost

and

IN

!t-13w

j

Prof. Crispell will occupy the pulpit of and hauling hemlock hark

Hope Church to-morrow morning

been added to the

Bayard Taylor

—

—

STOAW

HATS, CAPS Mid

It U said that a skilful whistler has late-

appointed City

Pyhsicinn for the third year. Tins cer-

-----

the colored people of the stntp.

Kearney county, Ne-

in

And best assorted Stock of

black

lege is to be established,for the benefit of

famous

Go and see him.

-«•»-

w ith

A branch of the Texas Mechanical col-

-

,

L-A.ROEST

at

students of Rutgers college New

The

Judge Kelley must l«v»ktohis laurels.
General Butler says fie Is theTatherof the

1

•

arc loading deals

vessels

at twenty-five cents a quart.

bug which

Next door to Sears’ Bakery. Has the

Muskegon, Mich., for Quebec.

raising Cain with the' Minnesota ’hoppers.
interconvertible bond,
' 1 U
U . i
I ' 1' “
The wheat crop of northern Texas was
Mr. J. Van dkr Veen has just received
herer better. There is no complaint of
a fine lot of cooking stoves, some of whirl)

rust.

Three

STREET.

NO. S3

Is trying silk culture

Blackberries, in Georgia,are selling Jersey, are to wear Oxford hats
and Hcarlettassels.

call for the extra sessionof Congress

has been postponed to October.

!

STAR HAT
STORE,
MONROE

st

as an experiment.
Co's stave factory/ )

Travk county, Texas.

It is a small, dark-colored

u quart

Quebec, Canada,
Thomabvillk, Ga.,

Van dru Vrkn &

Oats

examine dtir war map on

fail to

fiie inside of this paper.

The

E.
is

In operation.

Don’t

fell yesterday at

for several boars.

Business Is picking up.

All the

thirty cents

Atlanta, Ga.

accounts

agree that an era of pence and good feeling has set in, even the republicans confessing that the negroes are treated better

57 Monroe-st.,

ftl
Ult&Wa-Sl.
yi

at

'

v

Grand Rapids
g

Cent*

Busin cm

^

oppota(t;ti.H,lh-

And he ha* alao another entrance

«A

y A

D,tUl0”-8L

' t

between the Library and
Union Ticket Ultfco.

Separate room* for dlffcrer.t patients.Call earlv,
Pat elite arriving in the city *hould come at once to
nee the Doctor before attending to other Winers.
Officehours. 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. 8nnday 10 to 2.

DR.

AIKIN

pre eminently successful in curing cases In his
(treatSpecialties,and has muuy livingwitnesses who
owe life amt health to him, sfter having given t:i> nil
hope of relief, tits remedies are most liifallible,
with marvelous efficacyrelieving symptomsand removing the cause of disease, restoring the vital organs to their natnrnl functions, purifying and invlgorating the whole system, and ho is universally lolled upon ns
Is

loMk

A Doctor who Cares.

IfromPatn. Weakness,Whites, Ulceration,8npIt is false economy to suffer! oat suy annoyingpresslon or other diseases, and : rng ont a mtaeibrought to hear upon it.
di sense or symptom, which, f o n l - ability and able life,when by a NtU« care von can have the en
0. Koning and J. Mindcrhout returned
Lucikn N. B. Wyse, commander of the success In o many simtlsr» ••-.\ot b.ive evr v ' Joyment of perfect health. ftf-Uall or send stamp
home from their “h itting tour” on Thurs- 'Market day, on Wednesday la^, was1
reason to believe the Do. to -, .m . ire. Ili-ahti '•« iTor flrftttnr nml ImportantInformation,
arien InternationalExploringEitpedi- cheaperthan suffering and ..nx- .i -. |*o m* he , kA^thlrpicnl-tun'-fcw,
hea.tby children, or none.
narked
for
its
dullness.
One
of
the
feaday evening, affording considerable hiion say?, that in summing up the work of misled or Influenced by tio •'•ji, .nil .
Jttdlced. but acting on ''Vo iron n !»»• i judgment.C
, ..tT
.
larity among their friends and acquaint ] tures was the display of farming implehe different surveying parties, ho leels to fully investigate nml Mi'Str yourself. No u-e His, Chorea, Palsy, and all Nervotis Affections are
ments,
of
which
there
are
several
agencies
ances.
to denounce a man w no i ikes boneless cases t orn med where other means full, by Improved femennfidentthat the Inter-Oceanic canal will
the hands of good pli\>dcian*,and by his superior dies.
here. Very little money changed bauds.
j
(~)
IT I E
Eagle Fire Company had a business'
soon be made through Columbian territory skill and -mo ov.-d remediesrestores them at
to health aud I'. -'- enjo menu
meeting on Monday evening last; ami
if an intelligent public does not withold
Enrglenl Dlseaece,Cancers, Tnmors. Hare-Lip
?ssrs. Harrington
Vaupcll
- TOO LA Ti JUKI) THROUGH XEGLKVT:
Fistula, Club-Knot, etc., r medled by tho most aptested their engine, the trial of which was ; added a lot of new single and double its faith and persevering erergy from such
In how many cases this can b« said of friends or p^ved methods,
relatives
vie*. m« of Consumption or oth* r Inslditlats-iv-vT*
quite satisfactoryto the pioneer company. ( harnessesto the attractive stock in their a grand enterprise.
oiis disease. a'nlh'*wsad the reflection that
I i rU l\
I j
p, |\ *
timelv. skillful treatment to prolong life wus
aj x*. xj
•
Keep up your company spirit.
i livery stable. They have contracted to do
In respect to the fruit crop, tin* tenor of leefed.
! all the teaming for the Metz fsnnery for
old
,
.
• .i . ,i 1 Most famith's have one or more wlthllfeembttA few days ago Messrs. Boone & Albert i
the reporls from many states is that the : tfrp(j ,,,.,.,11,.. nflfeflug—«el(lom free from |mli). Hufti-iiue the kui! offocit on body and mind of Helfthis season, such as hauling hark, etc..
of dii»oiu>b or diasbilltv.
yet wbo Alni.-e.nxcenM-a. Dtfeaae, or Defect, whst'Ver
peflebes,except iu 11 few favored localities,always i on
received eight horses from the west, and
can be resior it
lie-illhby the skillful Specialist.rr:nl or doctored in vain, let n t deapair or falne
on Wednesday they had sold them all.
Mi:r8rs. Pfunatiehl & Van Kooi’.s lum- are winter-killed.There will be a short
rar’EntaoHi'<1 !• c in extensive practice t-lnco nuMleMv bu your rain i>nt cull or rendut once.
IStto at (8t. Lent* iu V>. Kiiii Kranrlaco during ’V'.) ffT hie only >nre. rational, lastingeuro for
Their business of buying and selling ber and shingle mill has stnrted into mak- crop of cherries and pears, but apples and enjoying a v Ide and lueriinl reputation n- a 1110*1
mo-l SpurtniitorrbaiaSeminal Wcakne**, Nrrvoua Dm
tt:i ' ii- . bfilly, Impotent'1, etc. No quackery or deception.
horses is steadily increasing and remuner- ing shingles with remarkable rapidity. smai! fruits will be abundant. The coun* ancccwhitPliyali'lnr.nnd tnvlii iiioio-,i mii
cal Ion*, liirt^'hi andopireM forilio lirtili'r.'
iO'. Krtniirtly advice and reliableaid. It is well known
ry
is
so
vast,
however,
and
the
lacilities
On
Wednesday
forenoon
they
cut
andly
ative.
with all the beta means aud Hoiiliainc.- -iu'ii u- that. Dr. A, always effects a cure. His treatment
menta nmlremedics-knownto :tio ProfcpHoii, a Irclude* all— you need never look elsewhere.
A new stock of hr’uahea,paints, oils nnd |
re'!ll>-f,".r8l1ll'’meut31-000
8hilll,in!!
,ll"t ‘"ere 'vil1 "e n', constant mccca-iitonof cnrcH mill attend* Dr. Those about to’marry should not fall to consult him,.
appamn want even of peaches in the Aikln'n practice, and conHi*qncntl.vthe number of flMRp quickest, mild icmedle*for all private die
ft fine seloctloD nf pcrfumcrlcft have heen ! fi"881 lo"kinK 8l,inPle8
suw
his patient* in ever on the inm-uni.
UUhH eases or old symptoms. Gleot, Byubllls,
large cities.
Stricture, Defects. Phimosis, Hydrocele.Varlco
ftdJed to the stock of .!. 0. Docabure'a
™<=
rote. etc., radically cured. No mercury in-ed. Pri
feeding saw. i his is considered as doing
vn'e Rooms. No “getting prescriptions."
TraveDrug Store. Prescriptions which may be
than they have ever

been

before.
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left at that store will

be put up by one of

our resident physicians.

Mr. W. W. Burke, foreman for the
Government works at this port expects
to start the harbor work on Monday next.
Mr. Burke intends to look sharp after the
work and will thereforemake his residence

at the

mouth of Black Lake, during

this season.

Work

is progressing finely

on

nf

"f
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^
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The opposing Russian and

DR.
ATKIN.
KNOWN
NOW

Turkish TDK WELL

SPECIALIST,
PER- lers i-romptly supplied.
--------While many Innocent victims suffer the terrible
MANENTLY LOCATED IN GRAND
forces rtn and near the southeast shores of
effects of certain disease* neglected or badly treat
RAPIDS, MICH.
Wk are happy to state to the friends of
the Black Sea have settled down to busi- HIS IMPROVED REMEDIES AND TREATMENT cd by phyalclans in general Hbey should not be In
truateu with these coses).It I* right and proper to
J. O. Doesbnrg, that be is steadily improvwith on earnestnessthat indicates their
HAVE MADE HIM CELEBRATED FOR
use plain terms that the Indiscreet or umortmialr
ing in physical and mental strength, and
HIS EXTRAORDINARY 8UCCF>8.
may know where to get help, and no offense can be
thorough preparation for work. Two or
ALL CLASSES OF PA TIES TS TREATED taken by pure minded person*—Sue Titus 1-lb.
is allowed to take outdoor exerciseunatthree obstinate engagements have already
WITH KOVAL CARE ASD SKILL.
Good Advice and Good Treatment
tended. We take occasion to remind
taken place at pointsmearthe frontier,and HUNDBED3 ATTEST THE OBIAT EffiCACY Of HIS
Youth* aud men who have received trom other*
TSEATUEHT.
those who are in arrears with him to come
Tuesday’s cable dispatchesreport another JTm* ar.ro area drear ftairomaa, Lvxq bad treatment and Immoral advice (re»ultlna Ir.
and settle their accounts. It can easily
Tanoor, a#a ormaa cmaoren Gro- sad consequencesor terriblediseases),will And a
which has taken place near the fortified
at oa a Ctraaa, area GaoaajrDow# true frloud In ’'r. Aikin, whose counsel and reme
be imagined that among others the finandie* they can rely upon for their moral an physical
Carrarrrvrto/raVvtir trr
city of Kars, some distance further westwell-being.
area Matrertooaaraa.
cial blow to him is not among the least of
ward. It is probable that at this point HIS PATIKNTS (IAIN 10 TO 40 I.BH. IN WRIOIIT.
first rate.

|

ST

the scltr. the calamity.

ST-STUTTERING!

the Turk encountered the main body of Serious, ComplicatedDiseases,that for Stammering,and Impediments in suei'Cbthatdailr
Kate Howard, consideringthe number of
hourly vox ami mor ify, and make one a laugh
We would like to cull the attention of the Russians,the previous affairs being Mirny years Resist the Treatmentof and
tug stock through life, permanently cured by -a
numerous
Physicians, are speedily
the crew engaged on her. She is intended
scientific, rational and practical method,
the Honorable the Common Council to the rather severe skirmishes with detached
Cured by Dr.Aikin.
i Hick llesdache,and Ague, enred by oun dose.
to sail in about three or four weeks. I’lte
columns.
tamer uly admitted fact that we are having
Antidotes lor Opium, Tobacco and Liquor Habits.
repairs will make her a better schooner
Supporters,Preventive*,Syringes,etc.
more dogs to the square foot than a great
The Right Doctor at Last. Trusses.
supplied.
At the last regular meeting of tin
than she ever was before, not a decayed spot
A HUfferorfor years from dDeaw and laid treat*
many citizens can or will boar. Perhaps
School Board the following officers were1 Imout, write*: “Dr. Aikiu. i thunk you from ibu
being found on her.
a tax of $10 per head would relieve us,
Every Patlcnt (either sex) may freely state all
(bottom of my heart for making me a- well u* I am."
elected, and cenujltt^TS appointed for the i A gentleman mate*: “Dr. Aikin. you are light— particular*of tholi case to Dr. Aikin, *dther in per
Having made new arrangements with and would be a nice source of revenue. the ensuing year:
son
or hy letter, reposing to his trust any dellcatu,
in needle** 10 be nick. B> following your threeIon*, after your medicine* bail cured m-, have personal, or fondly matter, andean always rely up
our accommodating postmaster, we hereby Or, an ordinanceto the effect that, a dog
President— Prof . Bock.
My well. I tell everybodyof your great on the sttictestconfidence and secrecy.
tir DR. A IK IK ffuaranUes txtUr, safer treat
itcce'**and improved treatment."
give notice to our readers that our paper more than a rod away from its master
iSmfijry— Prof. Doesburg.
Another-ono*av*: “Have never felt *o well In meat {and for Im money) in all SpecialVasts than
would
merit
the death penalty. Something
will be distributed through that office.
Standing Committees:
life a* when under your cure aud since your canlxha'l Utwhere. He is easily acacNsible from
all points.
Our list is so large that we dare not trust it Is needed that is certain. , Self-preservaSchool Books and AJwrutlur^Cappon
and c|r|(n me."
THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
J
A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
tion
is the law of nature!
Van
'
to earners, and under our new arrangelady write* to Dr.Aikin: “I am *o soon and
Consultation Free, lenns always Reasona'ile.
----Claims
and
Accon /Hi— Sehaildeleo and
canity well by your treatment that my faith in Come preparedto arrange needful, thorough treat
ment, everybody will get his paper assure
Holland Woman’s Temperance Benjaminse.
y)u fa unbounded and shall recommend you to all meat Satisfaction guaranteedto AU. Stedidnss
Mt
as his letters.
friend* uh a most reliablephy*!clan,*
Buildings and Repairs
akker, Cappon
Union was formed lust Saturday afternoon,
furnished.Patient* visited,
sited, iu city, or any di“Mum
have
help, or die. or go ln«ane, I comdn- tuuce, in serious cases
\
The Butter Tub Manf’g Company are by the election of the following officers: and
id," write* a man of at, in poor health for year*,
Trachers^llvc.k and Doesburg.
1k>. after a chort treatmentby Dr Aikin, further
for
finishing off their first lot nf tubs, and President, Mrs. Dr. T. E. Annls; viceVisitingCommittees—\ Benjaminse and
ate*: “Your remedial are haring a remarkable
From the wrong Idea that he charges too much,
hope to be able to ship their first consign- President, Mrs. N. L. Downie; Treasurer, Schaddefee. 2. Cappon and Wakker. sffuct.I can *leep better, am gnintnir flc*b, and many whom Dr. Aikin would soon cure, coutlnnc
my health I* Improving in al. re*nect*"
to suffer or doctor rarehsaly. wastingtime, tuning
ment in the first part of next week. Their Mrs. J. Harmelink; Corresponding Secre- 3. Doesburg and Van Durcn.
DU. AIKIN ha* given the public *nfflcleutevi- worinle**pa/««/ mdecints and trying recipes, and
dence to convincethe moat skeptical and Inere- iu this way expend more than suflleient to have
machinery is accumulatingso fast that we tary, Miss Kate Garrod; Recording Sccre/
'

CONFIDENTIAL!

Duron.

—

A

^

Scaddelp*.

Yon.

No Excuse

it

anticipatethey will have
buildings.

We

to put

dulon* that hi* m«th«d of treatment I* peculiarly cured and kept them well. 'J ho fact Is. by saving
*ucceH*ful In every department of hia Great Specl- drug bills, lo** of time, etc., be cures for less than
altl**, especially mirh cn*e*a* have defied the
others.
•kill of other and Ju*tly celebratedphyalclana:

up more

hope they will be sustained

by the moneyed men of our place

suffi-

ciently to push the business on a large
scale.

Mr. A. Fliktstra is out with posters,
advertisingthat he has stocked up his
grocery store once more with a choice
atock of groceries which he offers as
cheap as can bo bought anywhere else in
the city. His many drawbacks in life,
and integrity of character, commend him
to the attention of this public, to say the

jf. J, Kenyon, Mrs. J. Ten
Eyck, Miss Helen Cappori. The president and vice-president were elected as
delegatesto the Wunnm’s State Temperance Convention, at Jackson. The orcanization starts off with a membershipol

inittee, Miss

Bound” to the students of Hope College hence NO ONE SHOULD DESPAIR that is allltciin the College chapel, on Wednesday ed with eeemlngivIncurabledl*ea*e.bnt cherlah
evening. The piece was well recited and
the meaning of the poet brought out with

much force. Mr. Strong threw in

occa-

sional explanations of terms allusions and
fifty, and

promisesto become very influen-

tial.

----

-----

persons mentioned, which added
the interest

of

the rehearsal.

much

The

to

gen-

The regular weekly business meeting of tleman is a Congregationalclergyman, for
the Red Rlbon men was held in Kenyon’s many years nejiled in our State and Illinois.
Hall on Wednesday evening to transact the
business before

them. The

He gives recitationsoutside of the regular

store formerly duties of his calling and with the view of

least, and we hope the people who buy for occupied by Messrs. Joslin & Breymen, cultivating a lore for the standardproduccash will give him a deserved share of has been leased us a reading room, and tions of our leading poet?, particularly
will be fixed up and furnished for that among the youth of our colleges and pubtheir patronage.

A friend in West Olive requests us to
call the attention of our readers to the
danger of throwing fire or setting the
woods to fire, promiscuously.On Wednesday last while they were walking past the
saw-mill on the North bank of the Pigeon

River, they discovered the sawdust and
slabs on fire, burning rapidly toward the
mill. They hastened to get water and
extinguishedthe fire. A few minutes delay would have sealed the doom of that
mill, and it is incumbenton the proprietors of

such property to keep* sharp look-

out for such carelessness.

For

the largest quantity aud variety of
calicoes at 6 cents a yards, call at

P.

&

A.

STEKETEE,

puipose. The basement under Kenyon’s

lic

block was

“Building of the Ships," and Burns’ “Cot

also leased by the club

leased to Mr. L. T. Kanters,

and sub-

who

schools. He also recites Longfellow’s

will ter’s Saturday night.” He does not claim

keep refreshments and bowling-alleyin to be a professional elocutionist.His peraccordance with the objects of the club. formances have been well received by
The executive committee have deemed it many Western collegesand town au
a public meeting to he diences. Should Mr. Strong give another
conducted in the Holland language. The rehearsal iu our city, wo bespeak for him
financial prospects of the club are flatter- a good audience. •
advisable to

call

ing.

Holland Sollien' Union.

Gall

at

F. Metz & Co’s Millinery establishment, located opposite City Hotel,
if you want to make a selection trom one
nf the finest stocks of Bonnets, Hats,
Flowers, Hair, Laces, Gloves, Parasols,
Scarfs, and everything else belonging |to
our line of business ever brought to I his
city. Hats are trimmed at (he shortest

notice.

' i3-5w

Life is too Short to be Miserable.
£#"If YOU have any serioua, obstinate diecas'*
a hope of being relieved of anffering,If not entirely or annoying symptom*, no matter how discouraged
cured, by his *ucce«ful mode of treatment,
or bo« disappointed,stop uselessdoctoring and
dr sing and apply to the Doctor. Sufferers for years
or a lifetimehe cures In a few weeks.

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!

CURED Al HOME.
All Dl*ea*e* and Affection* of tho Eye and Ear
Persons at a distance may he cured at home hv
*ucceH*rullytreated by mild remedie*. Cm**
Even Straightened.ArtificialEye* Insettedthat addressing a letter to Dr. Alktu.statlngcase.stmptoms, length of time the disease has combined,
look natnral. No pain.
and have medicinespromptly forwarded, free from
damage and cnrioslty to any part of the country
with full and plain directions for use. by enclosing
Asthma, Bronchitis,and all Throat and Lung Sib in registered letter,P. O. order, or Express.
Complaint*(which In this country, are the greatCali, of addresuPbof. N. J. Auix, M.D.,
est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
climate and all else fall*, ore cured by Dr. Aik In’s
57 Moortie St, GraM Eapiils, Micl.
Improved Inhaler and CopMltutlonalRestorative
BZUEXBXS: DR. AIKIN Is the only qualifier:,
Treatment.
experienced,TiliabU bpcclalisthere; treats hi*
Lingering or Chronfc Dioeoaes. patient* honorably;give* the chotccatremedies,
Scrofula, Rheumatism.Dyspepsia,Pile*, Gollre, la a regular graduate In medicine; universally
Dropsy, Gravel, Constipation.
Tape-Worm,Liver owned tho mo»t successful, and is the right one to
Dlseaie*. etc., ol whatever name or nature, care- employ iu nil cases. Epvlou* doctors try to Injure him— those In general practice attempt every
fully diagnosedand skillfullytreated.
they can get, though unable to well treat
caseo tho^
sped
dal dlaeases— while never denouncingother M.
D.’s, but sending them fami.y patient*, carcfu.,
The Marriedor Single desiring aid or advice in courteous. sober, .1independent.Dr.Aikindevote*1
any delicate matter relating to health (and beaoty), himself w holly to his Hpeclabtiea with triumphal’:
preveu Hoc, and care ofdu*ea«e,contldently con- succe**. All the afflicted who come to him wli.
rolt the Doctor with the assurance of safe, quick find the aid they seek,
E&’Read this Column and land to a Friend or
cure in all caM*. as he I* doubtless tho most skillful ladies’ physician in the world. Do not suffer InvtIM.

CATARRH, CONSUMPTION.

LADIES!

'O''..

THE

Mm

NOTICE.

City Hotel,

Notice is hereby ffiven lo all persons inmeeting of the Holland Soldiers’
debted to the lale firm of E. Kruisinga &
Union, will be held at (lie office of the
Son, that the undersigned hus been ApE. KILLEAN, Pbofriktob.
Secretaryon Thursday evening;, May 17,
pointed the assignee of (be estate of sale)
1877, to make the necessary arrangements
firm, and that all indebtednessdue them,
Kich. must be paid to him without delay.
for a due observanceof Decoration Day. WuhiigtM Sir., • • (hi

A

Bm,

Holland, Mav
G.

MANLY

11, 1877.

I KRAMER,

Assignee of

President.

Van Schrlven, Semtary.

First-Clan* Accommodations*

D.

HOWARD,

E Kruizenoa <fc So*.

Holland, March

28,

1877.

“

‘

It

means

!

’

he replied, giving the off

horse a vicious cut with his switch, ‘that

FOOT-POWEB SCBOLI SAWS.

waa ji jfox ofFoziflland— and was into
I have been goin’ slow these thirty year,
mischief from the time he was tall enough
Shftnlfl

H»y

it

ilf this,

wm winter—
uya May.

gfffl

Tin.*oalondtr

to poke burdock burs down his grandmother’* back. Dr. Gookin watched the
develonment of th#» farina Ttri*K ««««*

indeed, be May-day,

®3SrSF:
there are woods in Hingham
have forgo tj 1 kaow
That there ware wood* In Seakonk,
artyyer
Some forty
years ago.
If

I

Aml

thither went the children,
For there the wild flowersgrew;
They plucked them np by handfuia,
With finger*wet with dew;

And then in pretty baskets,
With little aprigaof >,reen,
They placed them, and stole homeward,
And hoped they were not seen.

_

1

•‘utue
a

^

MEDAL

_

AWABDED

TRUMP

and

CHICArihi

Along the roada and by-ways
The merry creaturescrept
And round their sweethearta*houses.
their

--

and the dismal vehicle was soon
bumpmg over the road at a tremendous
enstomed to act very quietly whenever
Many persons suffer with sick headpace, Jehiel shouting all the time like a
Jacob was up to any of liia pranks. One
circus-nder, and Miss Giles clinging to
night, for- instance,when Jake was off Ins side in an agony of terror. The peoHill find relief if not cure, by keeping the
robbing a hen-roost, Jehiel sat up in
ple in the farm-houses along the way boweJs open with small doses of Parmu’ Purbed in his sleep and crowed like a
rushed to
doors unu
and winnows
windows and gazed gative Pills,
w uuors
frightened cook until the whole family
in amazement at the unprecedented specwas aroused.
HAy* you inflammatory sore throat,
tacle. Jehiel nau
had a word tor
for each— a
“I came here and opened my office shout of derision for one, a blast of blas- stiff joints, or lameness from any cause whatever f Have you rheumatic or other pains in
about ten years ago. At that time
phemy for another, and an invitation to any part of the body? If so, use Johnson's
Jehiel had grown into a steady, tolerably
nde for a third— but he reined in for no- Anodyne Linvnent, internally and externally.
industrious young man, prominent in
body, and in a twinkling the five miles
Hofmann’sHop Pills cure the Ague at once
the Congregational Church, and so sober
between Hosea Getchell’a farm at Duck
and decorous that the village people had
Trap and tbe village at Saturday Cove
trusted him with the driving of the town
nod been accomplished. Ithinklamsafe
hearse. When I first knew him he was
in saying that never before did hearse
courtinga young woman by the name of
rattle over five miles of hard road so
Giles, who lived about seven miles back rapiefly.
m the country. Jehiel was a tin knocker
“ ‘0, Jehiel, Jehiel !’ said Miss Giles
by trade, and a more pious, respectable,
as the hearse entered the village are
reliable tin knocker you never saw.
White and All Colors and Shades,
you took crazy of a sudden ?’
“ Jake had turned out very differently.
“ ‘ No,’ said Jehiel, curtl
but
my
Mixed Ready for the Brush,
By the time of Sumter he had made eyes are open now. Gdang
Gel
Saturday Cove too hot to hold him, and beasts. You get out here. I’m going
everybody, including his twin Jehiel, to
*

roae before the daybreak,
'Went and gathered flowers.

still

— ——

BROS.,
Wllmlngtan,

again,^

And

While

f

“ ®ie hoarse horses jumped under the
unaccustomedlash am*
uiu&v mio
id broke
into a
a galgallop. Jehiel applied the switch again

On May-day in New England,
In that old town of oun,

We

f

sweethearta slept

The baskets on their windows
They hung and stole away;
And no one anew who did it
Or, knowing, none would say.
spoiledher simple pi'ensure
any maiden knew
Who sent her her May basket—
She had to guess out who.
It

If

Belfast.’

'

M.H0

was glad when he enlisted in a Maine
the common mixture,and Is much
“‘But Jehiel, dear,’ she protested
regiment. I never saw Jake in my life, with many sobs, ‘ remember Dr. Goo- fh^per-, This P*lnt la warranted to Iw more durnbla
wLd.
U h""boen ‘•M extensive.
for I came here after he had departed, kin.
but I have a pretty good notion of what
“ ‘ p*ng Gookin !’ said Jehiel.
a reckless, loud-mouthed, harum-scarum
A. II. HOLDEN A CO.,
“ ‘ And for my sake,’ she continued.
reprobate he must have been. After the
249 Madison Street, CHICAGO.
Dear Jehiel, for my sake.’
war he drifted into the Western country,
“ ‘Dang you, too,’ said Jehiel
and we heard of him ©occasionallyfirst
Drawing up liis team in magnificent
as a steamboat runner at St. Louis, then
ELASTIC TRUSS
sty e before the village hotel, lie com-

Ah ! those Indeed were May-days1
But thin — this dreary day
The calendar'smistaken,
Tis not the 1st of May!

—

Why, if it were, my lady,
*
**w«nu uovo
I would
have guuc
gone XU
in uuie
time
And made you your Mav basket,
If only one of rhyme I

^

Del.,

UanolMtarera
of

tbe

Dexter

M

(N«w Patent).
Price,

Fleetwood

n*

1

'

/

(MOO Sold),
to 918,

913

^

of

^tJ20~PERQUARTER FOR TEH QUARTM^
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*

HAMLIII

Iri CABINET ORGANS.
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HIQHKBT AWARDS AT

FOUR

_

_

GREAT'

WOKID'S EXP0SITI01IS
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v*™?. S“£e°.

V

Jeffersonfor swindling a blind
pelled the weeping Miss Giles to alight
wVrth0rv%?Knl3Sle8t?!0p8’
la Malar, ftdipu iiMir'w »n po,i. I
ns a gambler and rough
and then, with an admirableimitation
(loo, *f (he bodj, while the ball In
. Are faded recollections
in Cheyenne, and finally ns a dead beat
(he cup •preaaea back the inOf May when I was young.
of the war-whoop of a Sioux brave
Frisco. You could tell pretty well
-Harper's Weekly.
started his melancholy vehicle for Belpresort(he Herul'. It held
HAW,L|N
CO,
when Jake was in deviltry by watcliing fast, and was ffone in a flash, leaving ____ rely dev ___ i.l*ht. andIlghl
a radiealeore eeriatn. h W eaar.
BOSTON5
JL\Lnlon
*w Wabuh Aw
Soot h. n.. II
S’
lenl by men. cfreuiaii'rree.
BOSTON. ___ mew YORK. CHICAGO.
me actions of Jehiel. At such times the entire population of Saturday Cove
EGGLESTON TRU8S C0.. Marahall. Mich.
CASE OF THE DOW TWINS. Jehiel was restless,knocked tin with an
novelty
in a state of bewildermentthat apuneasy impatience that wasn’t habitual proached
1
“ My notions about soul’s influence on with him, was as mum and glum at prayand exceptional
“ The remains of the worthy Dr.
soul,” said Dr. Richards, of Saturday er-meeting as the worst sinner in Saturatrength of its perCove, to me one day last September day Cove, and evidentlyhad to struggle Gookin were borne to the grave-yard
that
afternoon
upon
the
shoulders
of
fume are the pecu“are a little peculiar. I don’t make a hard to be good. It seemed as if Dr.
practice of giving ’em away to the folks Gookin s knife, which cut the physical half a dozen ef the stoutest farmers in
liar fascinations of
around here. The Cove people hold
address TO 1
noid twins apart, had been unable to dissever the neighborhood. Jehiel came home
this luxurious arlong
after
midnight,
uproariously
intoxithat when a doctor gets beyond jalap and the physicaltwins, and that some part
cated.
The
revolution
in
his
character
rhubarb, he’s trespassing on the parson’s of J ake’s soul lingered at times in Jehiel.
ticle, which has acproperty. Now, it’s a long road from Whether Jehiel’spiety ever influenced had been as complete as it was sudden.
quired popularity
From the moment of Jacob’s death he
jalap to soul, but I don’t see why one Jacob, I nm unable to say.
was
a
dissipated,
dishonest
scoundrel
man mightn’t travel ns well as another.
hitherto unequaled
The most singular thing of all was the scandal of Saturday Cove, and the
Will you oblige me with a clam ?”
in regard to Jehiel’s attentions to the
by any Toilet Soap
I obliged him with a clam. We were young woman named Giles. She was a terror of quiet, respectable folks for
miles around. After that day he could
of homo or foreign
sitting together on the rock, fishing for
sober, demure, church-goingperson,
N&isVn’d
never
be
persuaded
to
speak
to
or
even
tomcod. Saturday Cove is a small water- whom Jacob hod never been able to enmanufacture.
BnUImJK SB. Prffefho^
recognize the young woman named
ing place a few miles below Belfast, on the
dure, but who, as everybody said, would
rry stores.
frr a*»v
loward Bank, Every Family should have a Rewest shore of Penobscot bay. It appar- make an excefienthelpmate for Jehiel. Giles. She, to her credit, I think, still ?*“w
Baltimore, Did.
ligious Newspaper,
remains
m
spinsterhood,
faithful
to
the
ently derives its name from a belief genHe seemed to care a good deal for her in
memory of the lost Jehiel. His downerally entertained by the Covers that Ins steady, slow way, and made a poin
Aiv/v* u/ vuirpcrininjiU) IE
PLOfS.
old reliable Family Journal,
ward course was rapid. He gambled Hard Metal
fthis spot was the final and crowning
twice a week of driving over to bring her
Do
•achievementof the Creator before rest- to prayer-meetingat the Cove. But drank, quarreled, and stole ; and be is High Polish
the work of
now in State prison at Thomaston,serv- Adjustable
ing on tlie seventh day. The Cove vilbest steel
when one of his odd spells was on him
Beams
PUBLISHED
"
plows,
ing out a sentence for an attempt to rob
lage consists of a hotel, two churches
Wood&lron
he forsook her altogether,and weeks
whilemuch
Price, S2.(».j n Year, Postage Included.
the
NorthportBnnk.
Miss
Giles
goes
down
several stores, and a graveyard containRun Steady
cheaper Notk-— In club* of Five or more fubsoribere, tbe price
would go by, to her great distress, withevery year in the hopes that he will see Light Draft
to repair.
« SSM.ja Yuareach.
ing fornvr generations of Saturdarians.
out Ins appearing at the Giles gate. As
All Sizes.
Erory family should hnve
Agents wanted.
It is a favorite gil>e among outsiders Jake went from bad to worse these pe- her, but he always refuses. He is in for
NfeWJfORK PLOW CO., u B«(km*n St., N. T. | T,,° WASH XU TON CentennialDlemorlol
who envy the placid quiet of the place’ riods of indifferencebecame more fre- ten years.”
“And
he
deserves
all
of
it,”
I
venturei
- that if the populationof the graveyflrd
quent and prolonged,and occasioned the to remark.
‘ should bo dug up and distributed through
young woman named Giles much misery
Maize Flour Toilet Soap!
“See here,” said Dr. Richards, turnthe village, and the present inhabitants and a good many tears.
_ 1«*I2 UhMtnut SI reel . Philndelphla.
ing
suddenly
and
looking
me
square
in
laid away beneath the sod, there wouli
Flour Toiiet
“ One fine afternoon, in the summer of the face. “ Do yon think of what you
be no perceptiblediminution in the livelme?8 of the octueiueni.
settlement.The (Jove
Cove 1871, Jacob Dow, as we afterwards are saying ? Now I hold that he is ns in- KKrini)If‘h,n,!ipr0p®rt,.e,,t.nd
Bolted for the
I believe tliat the
proper abounds with tomcod, which mav learned, was shot through the heart by nocent as you or
a Mexican in a drunken row at San souls of the twins were bound bv a bom
be caught with clams. •
UXT __ M ____
_ .
------w
Yes, continued Dr. Richards, as he Diego. He sprung high into the air and which Dr. Gookin’s knife could not dis- «—
fell upon his face, and when they laid sect. When Jacob died, his soul, with XT’ EEP^S MIIIBTS— onl? one qmUHjr— The Bb«l
forced the barb of his jig-hook into the
b« finkbed aa May aa hemmin* a Han
him away a good Catholic priest said aU its depravity,returned to its twin soul Can
tender organism of the clam, “ my theory
Tne very be*t, elx for $7.00.
mass for the repose of his soul.
in Jehiei’sbody. Being stronger than Keep s Custom Shim-madeto meaaure,
is tliat a strong soul may crowd a weak
“That same afternoon, as it hap- ha Jehiel soul, it mastered and over- The very best, six for $0.00.
soul out of the body which lickings to
pened, old Dr. Gookin was to have been whelmed it. Poor Jehiel is not responthe weak soul, and operate through that
buried in the graveyard yonder. He had sible; he is suffering the penalty of a
iiojiy, even though miles away and indkeaae dependa upon the cotutitaUonand temiSSn t
voluntanlv.I believe, moreover, that a <ued a day or two before* at an extreme crime that was purely Jake’s.”
Mth tjie,a*fnat'l0torer and jret Bottom
My friend spoke with a good deal ol Price*. Keep Manufacturing
man may have two souls, one of his own age, but in the full possession of his
Co., Q8 Mercer St. N. y!
by right and the other an intruder. In faculties,but one of the last remarks he earnestness imd some heat, and, concluduimmiuQ
_ --lad, I biow that this is so, and, it being made was to express regret that he would ing that Jehiel’s innocence was a hobby $1.00 .,
iarranvs tnervescent
Seitz
Tarrant’s
Effervescent
Seltzer
Aperient
so what becomes of your moral responsf- be unable to follow the career of the of his, I did not press the discussion.
Dow twins any further.
That evening, in conversation with the Osgood s Hehotype
bility ? What, I ask, becomes of your
“It became Jehiel’s melancholy duty village clergyman, I remarked ;
The choicesthousehold ornaments. Price
moral responsibility
J
^'M^hn.'MiornaZen,,.
.......•hould
’
e*.
to harness up his hearse, on account of
One Dollar each. Send for catalogue,
“ That was a very singular case, that of
I replied that I could net imagine,
Pr^
old Dr. Gookin’s funeral, and, as he lie Dow twins. ”
v
'J001™6 of moral responsibilR.
& CO.
dusted
the plumes and polished the
“Ah!” said the parson, “you have
ity, said the Doctor sternly, as if it were
BOSTON’ “ASS. „
OF THE MOST PROMINENT
my doctrine and I were responsible for ebony panels of the vehicle, "his thoughts leard the story. Which way* did the
$1.00
moral responsibility, “isn’t worth this naturally recurred to the great service Doctor end it ?”
“ Why, with Jehiel in jail, of course.
tomcod, ' and he took a small fish off his which that excellentphysician had renif iii
dered
him
in
early youth. Then he What do you mean ?”
book and contemptuously tossed it back
WILL WRITE FOR THE
thought of his twin brother Jacob, and
BEWARE of
Nothing,” replied the parson, with a
into the core. “ Did you ever hear of the
wondered
where
he
was
and
how
he
case of the Dow t*ins?”
amt smile. “ Sometimes, when he feels
prospered. Then his eyes wandered well disposedtoward humanity,. he makes
I had never heard of the case of the
over the hearse, and he felt a dull pride Jehiel’s soul take possession of Jacob
Dow twins.
in its creditableappearance. It looked and transform him into a pious, respect(Nashy*sPaper.)
‘Well,” resumed the Doctor, “they
able Christian.
niirinfiAnIn
In his pessimistic
-----80 bright and shiny in the sun that he able
moods
w7n,w!* fih5rn}!!n’Kfi/’ 8cha«. Morton, Blaine, Foster,
were bom into the family of Hiram Dow
durinSTbeJea?^™*” eKJa'u not6- contributean article
resolved, as it still wanted a couple of the story
as you
„ -runs
—
----heard it. So this
thirty years or more ago, in the red
Letters are writtee exclusively tor the
hours of the time appointed for the fu- is one of his Jacob days! He should
farm-house just over the hill back of us
FfiDIT AND JELL! PRESS,
neral, to drive it over to the Giles farm take a little quinine.”— -iVcw York Sun.
My predecessor,old Dr. Gookin, su- and fetch his sweetheart to the village
Jreee.Send
Poatal Addreee “BLADE,” Toledo,
la, Ohio.
perintended their birth, and has often
on the box with him. The young wov
^uart
Rallon
Lax DisdpUne.
•Ires. Liberal discount to tbe trade.
told me the circumstances. The Dow
man named Giles had frequentlyridden
Btemp rCU^*r t®00*. addres*.with
During
the
war,
a
number
of
old
pen‘ [wins came into the world bound back to
ntli Jehiel on the hearse, her demure sioners (as in the present day) were enAmerican Fruit md Jelly Press Comp’y,
diack by a floBhy ligature which extended
eatures and sober apparel detracting rolled for home service. One of them
CINCINNATI,OHIO.
half the length of the spinal processes.
nothing from the respectable solemnity was on guard at Chatham, and, forget«Tery Town
They would probably have traveled of the equipage.
ting the discipline of his younger days,
through life in intimate juxtaposition had
sat down on a stone when he was tired!
«. — --ui/
m
aU
reA
passer-by,scandalized by tliis breach
j
who were
8WEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO!
afraid to disconnectChang and Eng and luctant to enjoy the mild excitement of a of duty, accosted the free-and-easy solfuneral,
mounted
to the box and settled dier, saying, “ Pray, friend, who or what
rvl»o discussed the operation till the poor
herself comfortably beside him. Then may you be?” “I am a kind of a sort
Kansas display of productsnt Centennialsur*
passed all other States. HANNAN PACIFIC
they started for Saturday Cove, and of a sentry" replied the pensioner;
B.W. €0. offers laryest l»ody of good lands tn
Be«r on it Sold hr Jobber. Ken- HANNAN nt lowest priees nnd l*est terms.
•-attempted anything for years in the sur- jogged along on the hearse, discoursing “and, since I have answered yourques!
Plenty of Gov't lands FJKirii: for Homestends.
affectionntelv as they went.
tion, pray who are you ?” “I am a kind
^ JA<&30N *
gical line, more than to pull a tooth or to
For copy of “HANNAN PACIFIC HOHJEof
a
sort
of
a
General,”
rejoined
the
gen“
Miss
Giles
affirms
that.it
was
at
the
cut out an occasional wen, calmly went
STKAD,” address, Land Commissioner,
K, P. Rtr., Sallna, Kansas.
gird
apple
tree next the stone wall of tleman. “Oh!” cried the veteran,
to work and sharpened up his rusty old
Umamental and Fancy Alphabets.
Hosea
GetcheU’s
orchard,
just
opposite
springing
to
his
feet,
“then
I
suppose
i
operatingknife and slashed and gashed
^vat* must give you a kind of a sort of a sathe twins apart before they had been the bars leading to Mr.
three hours breathing. This prompti- rood, tliat a sudden and most extraordin- lute.” And he presented arms accordtude of Gookin’s saved the Dow twins a arf change came over Jehiel Heiumped,’ »giy.
she says, high into the air and landed
good deni of inconvenience.”
Two part. Juat publUhed.Fifty wnte each po.ttmld '
Death of an English Giant.
ding in the
'
“I should think so ”
Benjamin Daniels, a farmer, recently
"‘And yet,” added the Doctor, reflectdied at Scratby, England. Daniels i*s
wun
uuncmty
that
she
held
the
ively, perhaps it might have been betA^KAI5*, a0?NT8 WANTED
said to be last of the East Anglia giants.
ter for em both if they hadn’t been sep- frightened horses. Picking himself up
His height was six feet six inches. He
and
uttering
a
round
oath
(something
arated. Better for Jehiel, ( specially
weighed twenty-four stone, and meassince he wouldn’t have been put in a that had never before passed the virtndistinct
ouB
bps
of Jehiel) he turned his atten- ured twenty inches from shoulder to
false position. Then, on the other hand,
tion to the horses, kicking and beating shoulder aoross the back. He has been
il The Best Polish in the World.*
my theory would have lacked the conknown to carry four bushels of wheat
firmationof an illustrativeexample. Do them until they stood quiet He next
proceeded to cutand trim a willow switch under each arm at one time, and, when iu
you want the story ?”
at the roadside, and, pulling his decent great haste to have his farm work done,
means.”
K. PQTIKR A (,0.. Publlahnr.,PH1LAD1:LP11I>LW
silk hat down over one eye, and darting horses being much engaged, to harness
Well, Jacob and Jehiel grew up
from tlie otlier a surly glance at the as- himself to a harrow and perform the
•HTTYiirwrlinT-t l;i ____
*
tonished Miss Giles, he climbed to his work of an animal.
in jail at

But I haven’t done It, darling;
The words that I have eung
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WHIT BECOMES OF THE MONEY
Our Import*
ance

of

»ntl

?

Export*-Why the Bal-

Trade Ha* SettledIn Our Favor.
[From the Chicago Tribune.]

port trade of

added

tne United States. This,

increase in the exports, exhibits a regularly-increasing
margin of
difference between our exports and imports, or what is called a large “ balance
of trade ” in our favor. The statements
of imports and exports for several years,
and for the eight months of the present
year ending Feb. 28, thus compare :
to the

Bxeeu of

Years. Import*. Export*. Export*.
........ fA»5,H6L348 $7U4,463,1:W*1<W,C01,872
........ 553,906,158 643,094,76789,188,614
1876 ........ 476,677,871 644,956,406 168,078,535
Eight mo’tha
of 1877... 300,557,531 487,273,786 186,716,255
1874

1875

and frost. Cis own house, exposed to
prolonged storms on the seacoaet,had
patches of mortar to be renewal each
spring, and, after trying without effect a
number of substances to prevent it, he
found sftwdnsl perfectly satisfactory.It
was first thoroughly dried and sifted
FREE
through an ordinary grain sieve to re- A
move the larger particles. The mortar
Tramps, Burglan a&d TUmslafeit all parti
was made by mixing one part of cement,
of the Country. Every Ont Should go Armed.
two of lime, two of sawdust
du and five of
sharp sand, the sawdust being first well
mixed dry with the cement and sand.

UNEQUALLED OFFER.

There

is

803 $2,479,788,079
$562,705,276

districtsof this State sold over $15,000,-

000 of bonds, bearing on average interest of 8 J per cent. The municipal debts
in Illinoisalone exceed $40,000,000. It
was the same everywhere.The railroads
were industrious in the issue of bonds.
Cash was discardedas a means of building railways ; railways were built by construction companies. Stock was subscribed and paid for in bonds ; the railroad companies paid the construction
companies in bonds; the construction
companies paid for grading, and bridges,
and for iron, and for cars, and for coal,
and locomotives,in bonds. Bonds were
the universal investment. Every laborer
or mechanic on a railway, every man who
furnished teams for grading dr ties, or
stone, or lumber, had his bonds laid
away. The bonds were inexhaustibleso
long as they could be printed and people
would take them. These bonds were disposed of as rapidly as possible. Agents
of foreign capitalists picked them up in
the market and sent them abroad.
were piling up debt most recklessly and

We

laboriously.

We

are

now buying

that debt back,

but, unfortunately,are not paying

it

A

very large portion of the debt that was
held at home has been sponged out of
existence. More of it is of dubious or
very small value. The rest of it was
held abroad. The foreign holders of
these bonds have been sending them to
this country to be sold. At the time of
the panic there were probably not less
than $1,500,000,000of European money
invested in this country in all the forms
of American securities. These have been
in the process of return to this country
in exchange for our exports. That will
account largely for the “balance of
trade ” which has set in in our favor.
How far it is profitable to this country is
a matter of speculation. In the meantime, these bonds pay no duty, and are
consequently no source of revenue. The
importationof $100,000,000more of dutiable merchandise would yield an average
of $55,000,000of revenue to the Government.
It cannot be said that we are paying
our debts by this process. The bonds
are merely changing hands— passing
from foreign to American holders. Persons anxious to know if the nation is not
getting rich from its surplus exports may
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of our

Of failing energy, that to which the fagged-out
man of business, the brain-fatigued author, the
Is U* Grand Old
tired advocateor the weary artisan can resort
with the greatest certainty that it will revive
his overwrought powers,is Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters,a most genial tonic cordial, as well as a
benign remedy for disordersof tne stomach,
liver, bowels and urinary organs, and a means
of eradicating and preventingintermittent and
make their own estimate as to the profits remittent fevers. It not only enriches the
blood and creates a new fund of energy in the
WHICH HAS
of the exchange of cotton and breadstuffs
YR
system, but it has the effect of expelfiiig imfor railroad, municipal and other bonds
N<
purities from the life current which beget disCU
and securities.
ease. The injurious influence of abrupt transia nr. iiu.fiAnn%>uxj vn
A HOUSE O
tions of temperature, of an unwholesome climate BODY OFF _A
OK
TIC’
DOES ____ __..r
Tweed Makes Another Statement,
and injurious diet, are counteractedby it, and it
CU.. A bottle,
Dottle. coBtin*
Conti
Tp
_____________
promotes digestion, appetite and sound repose. 2^c., 50c. or .8t*00f bus often saved the life
William M. Tweed has supplemented
and restoreed
___
to life aad
Give it a trial and be convinced.
usefulness many a valuable bars*.
Ins confession with additional revelations touching the operationsof the ring
of which he

A DAY

$55 8 $77

Chemical PaintCo.

The Market having been

testimonials are on file in the Doctor’s office, attesting its efficacy in overcoming aggravated
oonghs, colds, throat and lung affections,also
scrofula, tumors, ulcers, and skin diseases.
Are you sufferingwith some chronic malady ?
If so, and you wish to employ madinimm that
are scientifically
prepared ; that are refined and
purified by the chemical process employed in
their manufacture ; that are positive in their
action, and specificto the various
varioui forms of disease for the cure of which they are recommended. use Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines. Rill
particulars in Pierce’s Memorandum Book, kept
for free distribution by all druggists.

The Best Eecaperant

(i

140
$5

of

tone in the other, when reproved by the miller,
and told to divide the crist, replied that his
father and grandfatherhad carried it that way,
and he, being no bettor than they, should continue to do as they did. Similar, or equally as
absurd, reasons are accounted as sufficient by
some to warrant them in indiscriminately condemning Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines,even
though there is overwhelming proof that they
possess the merit claimed for them. For many
years the Golden Medical Discovery has been
recognizedas the leading liver and blood medicine in the market Each year has brought an
increase in its sale, and itis now need throughout
the civilized world. Thousands of unsoucited

I'.rm./ree.
on Works. Uhloato. in

7rhnt8J.uo, 7n*tyl*«,

EAST RANDOLPH 8T., CHICA60.

in Belgium, an

Season.”
The boy that went to the mill on horseback,
carrying the grist in one end of the bag and a

1

a i»ivy . /fr ir TO MAKE IT. .•hi.ietMng new
'n*.l"h,hU. roK, YONGB 4b CO., SI. huh, Mo.

O
»I4

INTO-

•

appallingsensation has latelv occurred.
A young man of 18 years, who was behoved to be dead, was placed in a coffiu
and buried. A great number of mourners accompanies the funeral. One of
them pronounced a eulogium upon the
character of the deceased, the usual
prayers were recited and the coffin was
lowered into the grave. The grave-diggers had begun to fill it in with clay,
when they heard several knocks given
from within the coffin. Terrified, they
ran to call the curate, and informed the
Mayor, in the presenceof both of which
personages the coffin was opened. The
unfortunateyouth, who had been buried
alive while in a state of lethargy,had
made desperate efforts to break open the
lid of the coffin, but uselessly, and had
died of asphyxia.

........

OtOik
(M

no evidence, according to the

common

them, or gave them away, or had
them stolen and sold. The agricultural

PBS

If

IWotkbn
fltvULVtlr

TH GOBS TO TlBT!

SR^jKrcn

during alarms of small-pox,is
distinctlyto be deprecated. Snch repeHere wo have the record that in the
titions are as a rule futile,they are
three years and eight months ending
wasteful of vaccine lymph when lymph
Feb. 28, 1877, we have exported and sold
is most precious ; they tend to unsettle
domestic products to the amount of $552,the minds of people regarding some of
785,276 in excess of the value of the
the best-established facts as to the presergoods we have purchased. What has
vative power of vaccination, and they are
been done with the money ? In the first
unnecessary.The official memorandum
eight months of the present fiscal year
of the Local Government Board on rewe have sold nearly $200,000,000 more
vaccination says : “Re vaccinationonce
goods than we have purchased. Where
properly and successfully performed
does the money go? What are we redoes not appear ever to require repeticeiving for it ? That question is not easily
tion.” The nurses and other servants of
answered in detail ; but generally we may
the London Small-Pox Hospital,when
assume that it is applied abroad to taking
they enter the service are invariably subup the various forms of local indebtedmitted to vaccination,which, in their
ness. During the war and following the
case, is generally revaccination,and is
war, and down to the very day in 1873 on
which Jay Cooke closed his bank, the never repeated ; and so perfect is the
protection that, though the nurses live
American people were activelyand inin the closest and most constant attenddustriouslyengaged in the manufacture
of debts. The Southern States suc- ance^ small-pox patients, and though
also the other servants are in various
ceeded in issuing nearly $300,000,000of
ways exposed to special chances of infec
State bonds ; the cities of the United States
tion, the resident surgeon of the hospi
issued all the bonds for which they could
tal, during forty-one years of office, there
find purchasers. Even httle rural villages
has never known small-.-pox to affect any
issued their 10 per cent, bonds, and sold
of these nurses or servants.
Totals.. $1,937, 002,

P

Revaocination.

London Lancet, to show that revaccination, once efficiently performed at or
after pubert;
7. no( ever be repeated.
On the” other hand, the frequent repetition of vaccination, which has become

'

1

nriffll
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President.

All Policies laaued after April l*t, 1H77, which shall hare been in force three fall years, and which shag'
containprovision for a^surrendervalue a^least^miuivalent^to
the value arising under the terms of the MataU'

worry with fires that will not burn, and
ment, which is in the hands of the AtPracticalResalts of tlie Marne Nou-Forfeitm Law. Passe! February. 1877
where it is impossibleto cook properly, can all
Ars made In all styles snd of every
torney General of New York, is a very be remedied and a saving in fuel obtained. d
Illustrated by a Whole Life-Policy, issued at Age 30,
description, from the lightest,
lengtnyone. It gives the exact narra- Send stamp for circular.Henry Coif ord A Co.
finest snd most elegant In uss to tin heaviest and
And allowed to lopee after the Payment of^Three or^morejfull Annual Premluma—Premiums having been
tive of how the iing was formed. The 726 Sansom street,Philadelphia.
strongest required for sny kind of work; art anstatements begin with the manner in
Darang*! Rheumatic Remedy
which Tweed, John T. Hoffman, George
Has been before the public three years, and has strength snd durability. They rsoslvsd tbs highAdditional Time
Amount Doe If Death Occur* on Last Day of
PremiumsPaid Before Lepee. Ui
W. McLean and Connolly, back in 1865 never failed in a single case of rheumatism, no
Jnder the Law.
est mitten award at the Oentsnnlsl Biposltion.
or 1866, were accustomedto meet daily matter how aggravatedthe case. Write to any
at lunch in a little room attached to the person in Washington City, where it is manuPiwmlnme A Inter
Age
kitchen of the old Court House to discuss factured, and you will learn that this is true in stamped with our name aad Trade-Mark. A liberal
Ag* at Amount eet to be Deducted.
of
when
Yew*.
every respect It is taken internally.
Death.
political matters. This coterie finally
Policy.
Stopped.
DtriA/ A
wU1
t0T laf0Tmalion that will cm vlet
dissolved, and then the corrupt ring was
Db. WiLHOFr’aAnti-Pehiodic or Feany one who sells harness as the Concord Har”
ver and Aoue Toxic !— WilKoft’sTonic has esness that ore not made by ns. Extra Inducea •10,000
a
•881
all

|

,

CONCORD

I

“

HARNESS.”!
*"

Df>
TCCiWVMVlU

minor allies, which also met daily in the
same room, and later in Tweed’l office in

Duane street.
The statementalso shows in detail the
manner in which bills were doctored by
the ring after coming from the Board of

tablished itselfas the real infallibleChill enre.
It is universallyadmitted to be the only reliable and harmless Chill medicine now in use.
Its efficacyis confirmed by thousands of certificatesof the very best people from all parte of

the country. It cures malarious diseases of
every type, from the shaking agues of the lakes
and valleys to the raging fevers of the torrid
zone^ 1'ry RJ B has never been known to
fail G. B. FiNLAt A Co., Proprietors,Now

VOU
1.185

ment! offered. Bend for dreolartand prloe-Usta

J.R.HILL&CO.
CONCORD.

TIP

If.

H.

Supervisors, and afterward from the
GcnU Lake Georje Dtammid
AmetliTrt Stone Kin* Inlaid
Board of Audit, already fraudulent in Orleans.
with |Nd,^Aroethj>nit.'HS
Scrr^Hln^Qidd pUtad Wedding
many of the items. New charges would
BtaaSet
_______
Fob sale bt all Druggists.
tonty S-UMn nud
Prop*.
Oold^MMOollar
HaTOn, Ladle* PanryKot..
..
.
be interlined between original items, and
Button, Genu Gotil-platadWatch Ct-te
Cb In and
and Miff
SetofThms OddThe gourmet talks eloquently about plated Studa. The entire trt tent
nr PgWjgd
po^-pmd for QO «»ta.
the totals changed to correspond,so that
IXTUOMHNAMr IXliL'CLMEHlStStKk
truffledquails, pate de foie gras and other such
TO AVSXTS.
a bill of $100,000,as certified to by the
delicacies.Pm him down though, and you’ll
J. BRIBE & 00.,
clerk and the boards named, would be find he admits the snnreme importance of good
sent to Auditoi; Watson raised to $400,000 bread, biscuit, rolli, ota Here all agree on the
AGMNT8
for tho
or $500,000, and this duly certifiedto by basis of true gastronomy.To be sure of the
most deliciousthings baked from flour use
him
Dooley’s Yeast Powder.
V
B«
D.D.
By Prat.
Prof. HFRRFRT
HERBERT W. MORRIS.
MORRIS, A.M..
AM.. O.D.
Sawdust in Mar tar.!
Informationworth thousands to those The Grand Historyof the World before ddmC Its
One of the German scientists recom- out of health. Self-help for weak and nervous
I’in

.

Rf

i*a

>4

a
a

91

ijsii
2, hit
2.270
2,497
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10.000

19

41

lo/nu
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41

10.000
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i

40
41

I

8A44.96
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18

60
62
63
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10.000
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sufferers. Facts for those who have been dosed,

the nse of sawdust in mortar as
drugged, and quacked. The new Health Jourperior to hair in preventing cracking nal teachesall Copies free. Address, Electric
and peeling off under the action of storms Quarterly, Cincinnati, 0.

Agents Wanted.

ntr>..r.-AT%., ^Trvtrw

on TO «WY AORNOY

WANTED

Work-days
W

mends

Active

snd

easily understood that all read It with delight
Stronsestoonmendslions.Bend tor Circular, Terms
and Sample Ulnatrationa.Address

J. C. .Uct'UKDY

&

CO., Chlcnge.

ROYAL
v I^WBl go one-third
powder of grocer*:or esmd
fiSd!&SS2!I5aa,|8ol/c

$

Off

THR COMPANY

t

[Official.]

W5jkh#a TOTUE

3.

Common Council.
Monday, May 7, 1877.
The Council met pursuant to adjournment and in accordance with the provi-

New Spring

liGiaWtofy

sions of the charter, and was called to order by the Mayor.

My

Present;Mayor Schaddelee,Aid. Sprietsema, Croply, DeVries, Dykema, Van der
Veen, Schmid, Uoogestegerand the Clerk.
Minutes of
approved.

last

Stock

and

A

largo stock of well selected Wall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at

I

That the Council proceed

Fmm

the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CASin the market, and cheaper than in any
othcr place.

Aid. Dykema having received a majorOffers his services trench to the pnblte snd will
ity of all the aide! men elect was appointed eunrunteohie work for moderate charges. Having
©ten engaged for some time past for Messrs. Jorlin
president pro-tem.
« Hrujrrnah, has now started for himself In the
James Ten Eyck was appointed City'At- store of Mr J. ALBSM, at
torney he having received a majority vote
of all the alderman elect

Give me a

and see for
yourself, before you go elsecall

where.

No. 52, Eighth Street.

Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew
elry business, and^lr. Wijkhuljscntothe Watches.
However, each of them will wait on the public In
absenceof the other. They have a large and beau
tiful stock of Clocks'andWatches, which they offer
for sale cheap.

L. T. Ranters was appointed City Librarian he having received a majority vole of
all the Alderman elect.

, ,

„
7tewfw<J, That the petition of the Are
department be taken from the table, and
that John Kramer be appointed J Chief
Engineer and John Hummel, Ass’t Chief

CALL

Live Geese

Holland, Mich., Sept. 25.

Holland, March

Cropley,

'

DOESBTJEG,

in

. -

70,

NO.

ui imiasr,

30,

Clothing,

river street.

HOLLAND,

T E

A. UsT

Hardware

Holland, Mich., November 5,

-

E.

.).

IU1.1UNGTON, Jr.

John Vaupkll.
Holland, Dec. 2,

J.

42-ly

1870.

Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.

SLEIGHS TRUCES

etc.

gages, ou page 271, through min-p»ymet;tof the

HARRI3GT0FS

SOUTH BEND,

and

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
All Work Warranted.

HARRINGTON.

Dykema.

Any*— Schmid and

Carried.

Council adjourned.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.

raCBITXX

9.—

The

Of' the

Most Approved Patterns;

And we are confldeni we can
want

i

!

<?

WE HAVE

AND

TIT hi

Wit

*

",“™t
Gband Hat

Dat-d,
r. w.

AND BLINDS,

Or anything in unr line, manufactured on short
noftoe.

haule, and concentr iting for an attack on

H.

Moukhtar Pasha’s position at Barbidiz and

W. VERBEEK &

^2*I2S4,?WI‘ANO'

MEAT MARKET

Yenikuri. The Russian force which occupied Basazid is

now advancing

in

the

di-

rection of Kiiamoumi and Antob, leaving

Karakinsa and Alashkirt on their right.
Bayazid has

now

been placed under con.

trol of the Russian perfect of police.”

London, May

10, 5

A.

M.-A

Bucharest

dispatch confirms the report of the destruction of the Turkish earthworks a
Getschet Ghlaet. The Russian infantry

which lauded for this purpose sustained
no loss, as the Turks were previously
driven out by shells. The importanceof
these operations
tors

were

is

that the Turkish mohi-

able to shelter behind the Get-

schet earthworks and bombard Ibraii from

theuce.

A Pleasant Duty.
U always a pleaaure to recommend a
article, especially one that so admirably sustains all recommendations as does
Dr. King’s New Discovery for ConsumpUon, Coughs and Colds, being perfectly
reliablein every respeet. A severe cough
or a neglectedcold yields readily to its
wonderful power. By it tiie worst cases
of Asthma and Bronchitis are cured in the
shortest time possible. Consumption and
Cough woia patients will remember this
emedy is guaranteed to give immediate
relief. Dr. KIng'a New Discovery is
pleasant tothe taste andperfectly harmless.
As ioa value your existence you can not
afford (o be without it. Give it a Iriul.
Trial bottlesfree. For sale bv Win. Van
Pullen, also by J. O. Doesburg, Holland.
Michigan.
It

good

•

E. J.

for sale at
£. J.

M. D.

HOWARD.

UANBDOfi: BOW LOST, BOW RESTORED

E. J.

E. J. U

•

A

4J3*S^W

Cheap at

ARRINGTON.

new lot of Embroidery

-

-

E. J.

Lawns
sealed envelope,only six cent*.

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and art
nmv ready to supply their c ustomers with all kinda
of Meat! and bausagea. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
trad 086

W*1°

t0

faTor

’’ur‘ °r t*lc*r

„

,

T
Holland, July

14.

A

W. BUTKAU,
J.

VAN ZOEREN.

187I.

Walsh’s Cough Candy.
the best

COUGH

CANDY

in the conditions
in use— For
l
of a certain mortgage executedbv George P.
Reed and Aanbah Heed, hi* wife. loKli Hartadl.
in New York for
bearing date the fourth day of June. A. I). 1874. snd
VJ JuL the Piist SO years, but
recorded In »he office of the Register of Deed* for
Ottawa County, State of Michigan,on the teutn
in ibis State.
day of June, A. D. 1874, at eight o’clock in the forenoon, In Liber Y of Mortgage*, on page 556, through
ForSale by the pound
non-payment of the money securedto be poiil by
or ounce.
said mortgage,by reason of which the power to sell
in said mortgage has become operative, on which
mortgage there Is claimed to be due at the date of
PLEASANT
TAKE.
this notice the sum of fourteen hundred and fortynine dollarsand seven cents, and also an attorney
fee of twenty-five dollarspro* ided for In said mortgage; and no suit or proceeding having been insti^ ^•“"^ea^r8 sup
tuted at law to recover the debt now remainingseplied
wholesale
cured by *ald mortgage or any part thereof: Notice is therefore here»y given, ihat by virtue of a
rales at the
power of sale contained In said mortgage, and pursuant to stature in such case made and provided,
City
Store.
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at
48-6mo
public vendue of the mortgaged premises therein
described, to wit: All the south half of the south
half of the southwestquarter of section thirteen,
town seven north, range fourteen west; also the
northeastquarter of the northeast quarter of section twenty-three, town seven north, langelourtecn
MICH.,
west, containingeighty acres, same more or less,
Does
a
general
Banking,
Exchange, and Colaccording to GovernmentSurvey, all being In Ottawa County, Slate of Michigan, at the front door lection business. Collection* made on all points
of the Court House of said Ottawa County.In the in the United Htates and Europe. Partlcularatten
tion paid to the collection*of Banks and Bankers
City of Grand Haven in said County,
OF JUNE, A D. 1877. Remittances made on day of payment. All busiat two o’clock In the afternoon, to pay the sum due ness entrusted to me shall bare prompt attenon said mortgage with Interest and costa, includ- tion Interest allowed on time deposits, subject

A A TT A
W W U

TT

TO

CANDY

at

Drag

Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND,

ON THE

TWENTY-FIFTHDAY

ing said attorney fee.
Dated, Ghand Haven. March 30th. A. D. 1877.
ELI HAUTZKLL, Mortgagee.
R. W. Doncan, Attorney.

tf

to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought
nndaold.Ticketsto and from all points In Europe
sold 8*. my
106

oWcc*

.

N.

KENYON.

1877. SPUING AND SUMMER. 1877

-

*

-

Ginghams, handsome patterns, at

Induced by »elMndulgenc« or aexu&l extra-

vagance, ^hc.

FIRST WARD.

e. j. Harrington.
— *—
—
great variety of new print*— New

bm*. InvnlunUrrSeminal Lossea, Impoteocy,
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impedimentato
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and

a

HARRINGTON.

City Lots for Sale

new edition of
Dr. CulvtrweU'i Celebrated E**av on
the radicalcote (without medicine)
wffiNNMar of Spermatorraa or Seminal Weak Styles of

PHce, in

a Grist Mill.

and insertion at

iwrfrtm . Ju8t ohbllahcd.a

lit*,

HARRINGTON.

Inquire of

!

—

"

HARRINGTON.

A Good opportunityfor

A

of1877.

J

HARUINQTON.

HARRINGTON.

FOR SALE.

Scribed Lot* in the City of
Holland. I will tell at the following price*:
Lot 9, block F, Lot 6, Block G, Weat AddltlonJlTS
H. Lot ft, Block 11, South We*t
Addition $1.5 each. Lor* t, 2, 3. i, r, & 8 In Block
«, a* immunized plat near the M. L. H. depot at
If® e*ch, except Lota 1 A 2 which are $3no each.
Alio 8 lot* Wc*t of Kirat avenue at $125 each. The
above will be *old for a small payment down. A'ao
the following Lot* », 10, It, 12, 53, and 14, in Block
h, Lot* 2, 4, 5 and i in Block H. The above will
be •old oolong credit and small payment! down.
Apply to,

THE

MORTGAGE SALE.

A stove-wood

Cord-wood

E. J.

TUFf
A

— usr

"TvEFaULT having been made

very

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention,
at the store of

Co.

«

,nd

in, March 28th. A. D. 1877 •

The stand is one door west af G. J. Havetkate
Son's Hardware Store.

Stuketce’s General Store, on Fighth street.
Inquire
II. DOESBURG.
Holland. April 7,
fMf

Glassware, Cwckeryturunn’pass‘
ed at the Cheap Store of

„

a

Tffi

new

E. J.

SPECIALITY.

A dispatch from Erzeroum dated the 9th

style of Poplins

STEAM

BUYING OF LUMBEll
SHALL MAKE A

DOORS, SASH

HARRINGTON. *

cheap at

IDIR/Y KILIsr

come from Bulgaria."

“The Russians are surrounding Sog-

A

new

Itu

pared* of land lying and being situate In
the ^ iUage of Rastmanvllle. In the County of Ottar it Bud aU;
Known and described as
follows, to wit: Block twenty-four, nil of Block
twenty-five, Block twenty-aix'andBl.,ck t^ntvseven, all In said Vlllageof Eaatmanville. and numbered according to the plat of said Village as rocorded in the offlctfVthe Ragiater of De. ds for said
County of Ottawa in said State, coutaiuiugabout
twenty acres of land, he the same more or less at
the front door of the Conn House of said Ottawa

'TM1K Ea*r 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 36. Situated
I. between J. O. Doesburg’*Drug store, and P.

Ash way Tweed for suits and blenolted
and unbleached muslins, cheaper than ever

A

FLIEMAN.

Fine Building Site For Sale.

E. J. Harrinton.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

the following, dated Pera,

says:

*ati§fy all whe

E.J.

J.

.

Ready Mmle Clothing — and

Planing, Matching,

Qlobt publishes

Tuesday night:
“The Russians have gained an important
victory between Kan Erzeroura. The
Turks have retreated upon Erzeroum. It
is rumored that fourteen thousand Turks
were captured. Rumors of an amistlce

HARRINGTON.

'

Holland. September 1, 1873.

Boots and Shoes at

LATESfWARNEWS.
London, May

Horse

iva

oLtrIve,hu,ndred
d°fiBr8 and lorty-ono
S’faD?
aUV,ac *yorncJ fru of My dollars, provided for in said mortgage; and no suit or proceedlie having been instituted at law to recover the
debt now remaining aecur.d by said mortgage or
am part thereof;Notice is therefore hereby riven,
that by virtue of a power of sale containedIn said

market

any

rs

JK 'pMo £r

D. 1877. at two o’clock in the afternoon, to pay tha

Also *ole Agent for the

Poor.
The City Marshal recommended R. Van
Kampen to be appointed to the office of
DepT City Marshal which recommendation was confirmed by a majority vote of I will pay the highest market
IISTD.
all the aldermen elect.
This wagon 1* the best wagon In use In this State
Flannels
of
every
descripprices
for
all meats.
By Aid. Van der Veen,
and the only slope-spokedwagon manufac
tured. It I* a better wagon than the JackIfavAoed, That appointment of the City
tion and color very cheap at
son Wagon, and I will sell them just a*
Surveyorshipand Special Assessorshtpbe The Highest
prices
cheap, and give a written wantnty
E.
J.
HARRINGTON.
laid upon the table.— Carried.
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufacture I will
By Aid. Matrau,
paid for Hides.
sell for
IMwd, That ilerraanus Boone, be and
The
Choicest
Groceries and
I
will
sell
cheaper
than
the same is hereby appointed as Pound
a complete stock at
Master,— Carried.
one In this City.
On motion the Surveyorshipand Special
JACOB KUITE.
E. J.
Assossorshipwas taken from the table.
General Blacksmithing done with neatneo
Holland.Feb. 14, 1874.
48 2-r
aud dispatch.
By Aid. Van der Veen,
Buttons of every description from the
Ifaftlwi, That John R. Kleyn be and
cheapest to the finest— and many other
Shoeing a Speciality
is ‘hereby appointed City Surveyorfineries, too numerous to mention.

New Dry Goods.

How-

n b,'^lDKd,ale’he twenty-eighth day of October,
D. 187! and recorded In the office of the Regia-

PLIEMAN, f
MANUFACTURER OF

4-0m

oae ami Julia M. Vo»e, his wife, to Muriette

*
A

UAUAKTEED.

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

share

1877.

\

GIVE US A TRIAL.

VANDERVEEN.

Meat Market,

G

having been made in the condition*
or a certain mortgage exeented bv James

v

2alt

GOOD Tb'RNOUnT

--

cisive vote in favor of Dr. 8. L. Morris, an
O
i
the leading Patent Medicinefl hi the market.
member of said board for the term of two A All
full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
years.
bottle or by meaaurc.
(’all and see and give us a
K. Schaddelee and Nathan Kenyon reJ. O. DOESBURG.
of your Patronage.
ceived a majority vote of all the aldermen
Holland, Mich., July 29, 1878.
elect, ns members of the Harbor board
J.
for the term of two years.
Holland, March 10.
Derk Te Roller having received a mgjor
ity vole of all the aldermen elect, was appointed to the office of Director of the

In rq-building our new shop we have purUoogeslechased entire new Machinery,

and at

will be receive

pAKFAULT

Fine r»or*CBand beautiful carrlaL'c*. cutter*,and
kind* of vehicle* can always be obtained at oui
stable nt reasonable rates.

Oils

Mill.

.

mortgage sale.
I flDPEL’S

nil

Promptly

ger—

ivricii

1875.

wdEod Stibh,
BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
Limy,

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

E. J.

ID

of Produce

Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

Tinware very Neatly and

Planing

Feed

v^e
W

of Health officer.
The undesigned has opened a hardwareMore In
R. Kanlers having received a majority Are eohl as cheap at ihi# Drug Store ns at any tqo old stand of G. J. Haverkato, where he will
keep coiiHtantlyon hand a completea lock of Geuvote of all the aldermen elect was appoint- other. Medicine*warranted to he strictly pure.
al Hardware.Stove*, Glase, Nalls, Farming Imed as a member of the Board of Health Trusses,
emenu. CarpuotarV Tools and everythingelse
for the term of one year by the following
t-longingto oar line of basiness.
Chamois Skins,
vote: Fe/w— Matrau, Sprietsema.Cropley,
Dykema, Schmid. Aays—De Vries, Van
i'. Counter, Cloth,
der Veeu, Lmgesleger.— Carried, a
Dr. 9. L. Morris was appointed as a
, Hair and
member of the Board of Health the ballot
Paint Brushes.
Repaired.
giving no choice, the Mayor cast the de-

Carried.
By Aid. VMn der Veen,
liwAxxd, That D. Kamperman and C. F.
Post be and are hereby appointedto the
offices of Special assessors,by yeas and
Nays, as follows: Fau— Matrau, Sprietsema, Cropley, De Vries, Van der Veen and

<fc

Provisions, etc

all

Mior.

Jacob Huite.

Groceries,

Crocker)', Flour
Stoneware,

Store IIMIll!

Medicines,

I

KOFFERS,

1877,

Drugs,

and

<fc

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

burnishing

USTEW

EIGHTH STREET.

Paints

of

Goods,
Goods,

•

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
S. RKIDSEMA.

I

1870.

Harm Wiersema was appointed Street)
Commissioner he having received a ma-

J. 0.

go

jcome and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
Feathers wish to purchase.

All qualities of Carpels cheap; also,
kinds of Mattragsefl.

11. WlJKIlUIJSEN,
-J. Albkiis.

Engineer of the Fire Department.—

trade,

a Specialty.

& SEE.

Carried.

jority vole of all the nidermeo elect.
R. A. Schouteu was appointed City Physician he having received a majority vole
of all the aldermen elect.
By AKJ.
.0
7 W A
Il.'toM, That the council take a recess
of 5 minutes.
After recess Dr. Ledeboer having received a majority vote of all the aldermen
elect vfas declared appointed to the office

Dry

always keep on hand a fall stock of

KET3

ordinances.

Dykema,

call at the store

OOEFI1TS,

to

appoint I he several City officers as required
and providedfor by the charter and the

and Winter

tlte Fall

dealers in

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

By Aid. Hoogestegor,

sen a well assorted stock

to

DUURSEMA

Complete,

is

o—

IleM&wl, That the regular order of business be and are hereby suapended.-Carried.

By Aid.

Goods.

NEW FURNITURE.
— —
—

meeting were read and

If you wish

of Goods for

Comrieting of all kinds of

By Aid. Cropley,

Jiesoloed,

raiLLC.

the nnderelgacd.am dally receiving

I,

varteties

_

HARRINGTON.

at
in the

most beautiful
i

The celebrated author. In thla admirable Eway
clearlyderaointtriite*, from a thlpy yeara’ succe**E,
ni practice, that the alarming consequence* of
•elf-abu*#may be radicallycured without the dan®*®of Internalmedicineor the application
Worsted Dress Goods— some of the
i
pointingout a mode of cure at once
richest
patterns ever opened here at an
simple, curtain,and effectual,by mean* of which
•very «uflfcrer,no matter what hia conditionmay astonishingly low price.
^nu3r cur® hlmielf cheaply, privately, and raH
.

J Harrington.

.

E. J.

$Jr* Thla Le-tnre should be in the hand* of
•very youth and every man In Uw land.

poxtsump*.
Address the Publishers,

Tie
U

Aax

C1HVERWELL
St

,

HEM

CS..

Hiv York; Post Office Box. 4586.

’

HARRINGTON.

F0R8ALE.

A 8 Act* Fruit Farjn containing aomeSOObcarlne
grape Tint1*, mo Certain hushes; strawbcrrlM^
rare, Apple. Quince. Chestnut. Mulberry,Apprb
cot. Cherry and Peach tree* in hearing.
No money required down Inquire of
J. VAN LANDEGRND,
Holland, April fl‘

„

I

L &

S.

VAN REN SERGE

EIOuKTK STREET

'5

HOIiEA.Nl>,

MICH

